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Abstract
In Ka¨hler geometry, Fujiki–Donaldson show that the scalar curvature arises as the moment map
for Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms. In generalized Ka¨hler geometry, one does not have good notions
of Levi-Civita connection and curvature, however there still exists a precise framework for moment
map and the scalar curvature is defined as the moment map [13]. Then a fundamental question is
to understand the existence or non-existence of generalized Ka¨hler structures with constant scalar
curvature. In the paper, we study the Lie algebra of automorphisms of a generalized complex manifold
(M,J ). We assume that Hodd(M,C) = 0. Then we show that the Lie algebra of the automorphisms
is a reductive Lie algebra if (M,J ) admits a generalized Ka¨hler structure of symplectic type with
constant scalar curvature. This is a generalization of Matsushima and Lichnerowicz theorem in Ka¨hler
geometry. We explicitly calculate the Lie algebra of the automorphisms of a generalized complex
structure given by a cubic curve on CP 2. Cubic curves are classified into nine cases (see Figure.1 ∼ 9
in Section 7). In the three cases as in Figures. 7, 8 and 9, the Lie algebra of the automorphisms is not
reductive and there is an obstruction to the existence of generalized Ka¨hler structures of symplectic
type with constant scalar curvature in the three cases. We also discuss deformations starting from an
ordinary Ka¨hler manifold (X,ω) with constant scalar curvature and show that nontrivial generalized
Ka¨hler structures of symplectic type with constant scalar curvature arise as deformations if the Lie
algebra of automorphisms of X is trivial.
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1 Introduction
It is known that the isometry group of a compact Riemannian manifold is a compact Lie group of fi-
nite dimension [26] and the automorphism group Aut(X) of a compact complex manifold X is a finite
dimensional complex Lie group [22]. The reduced automorphisms Aut0(X) is defined to be the sub-
group of Aut(X) which acts trivially on the Albanese torus H0(X,Ω1)∗/H1(X,Z). Matsushima and
Lichnerowicz show that if a compact complex manifold X admits a Ka¨hler metric with constant scalar
curvature, then the Lie algebra of the reduced automorphisms Aut0(X) is a reductive Lie algebra which
is the complexification of the isometry group [24], [25]. A generalized Ka¨hler manifold is a successful
generalization of the ordinary Ka¨hler manifold. A generalized Ka¨hler structure on a manifold is a triple
(g, I, J) consisting of a Riemannian metric g compatible with two complex structures I, J satisfying the
certain conditions, which has an origin in a non-linear sigma model in Mathematical physics. However, a
generalized Ka¨hler structure has a natural description using the language of Hitchin’s generalized complex
geometry [20] , which is a commutative pair (J1,J2) of generalized complex structures equipped with a
positivity condition [16]. The deformation-stability theorem of generalized Ka¨hler structures shows that
every holomorphic Poisson structure on a compact Ka¨hler manifold gives rise to nontrivial deformations
of generalized Ka¨hler structures [10].
In the previous paper [13], the scalar curvature of a generalized Ka¨hler manifold of symplectic type
is defined as the moment map for Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms, which is a natural generalization of
the moment map framework due to Fujiki and Donaldson in Ka¨hler Geometry. In this paper, the ex-
istence and non-existence problems of generalized Ka¨hler structures with constant scalar curvature are
discussed. In order to obtain results of the non-existence, we define the Lie algebra of automorphisms
of a generalized complex manifold and we introduce the Lie algebra of the reduced automorphisms of a
generalized Ka¨hler manifold. We show that the Lie algebra of reduced automorphisms is a reductive Lie
algebra if there exists a generalized Ka¨hler structure of symplectic type with constant scalar curvature
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(see Definition 2.10 and Section 6). This is a generalization of Matsushima-Lichnerowicz theorem, which
gives an obstruction to the existence.
As results of the existence, we discuss deformations starting from an ordinary Ka¨hler manifold (X,ω)
with constant scalar curvature and show that nontrivial generalized Ka¨hler structures of symplectic type
with constant scalar curvature arise as deformations if the Lie algebra of automorphisms of X is trivial
(see Theorem 8.2).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, notations and preliminary results on generalized com-
plex structures and generalized Ka¨hler structures are explained. In Section 3, we introduce generalized
Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms for an arbitrary generalized complex structure. In particular, if a general-
ized complex structure comes from a real symplectic structure and a b-filed, then the group of generalized
Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms coincides with the group of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms twisted by the
b-filed. In Section 4, we show that the set of compatible almost generalized complex structures with a
fixed Jψ is an infinite dimensional Ka¨hler manifold. If the generalized complex structure Jψ is given
by d-closed nondegenerate, pure spinor, then there exists a moment map for the action of generalized
Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms with respect to Jψ. Then we define the scalar curvature as the moment
map. In Subsection 5.1, we introduce the Lie algebra gJ of automorphisms of a generalized complex
manifold and the Lie algebra of the reduced automorphisms g0. In Subsection 5.2, we introduce a real
Lie algebra gR0 , which can be regarded as the Lie algebra of generalized isometry group of a generalized
Ka¨hler manifold. We show that gR0 is always a reductive Lie algebra. In Subsection 5.3, we show that
the condition (5.14) implies gJ is the complexification of gR0 , which is then reductive. In Subsection
5.4, we obtain a structure theorem of gJ (see Theorem 5.13). In particular, we see that gJ ∼= g0 if
Hodd(M,C) = 0 (Corollary 5.14). In Subsection 5.5, we show if H1(M,O) = 0, then the Lie algebra gJβ
is given by the Lie algebra of holomorphic vector fields preserving a holomorphic Poisson structure β. In
Section 6 , we prove one of our main theorems :
Theorem 6.5. Let (M,J ) be a 2n dimensional compact generalized complex manifold. We assume
that Hodd(M,C) := ⊕n−1i=0 H2i+1(M,C) = 0. If M admits a generalized Ka¨hler structure (J ,Jψ) of sym-
plectic type with constant scalar curvature, then the Lie algebra gJ is a reductive Lie algebra.
In fact, the condition Hodd(M,C) = 0 implies that gJ = g0 and the existence of generalized Ka¨hler
structure of symplectic type with constant scalar curvature implies that g0 is the complexification of g
R
0
which is reductive (Theorem 6.4).
Applying Theorem 6.5 to the most important cases of Poisson deformations, we obtain
Theorem 6.6. Let (M, I, ω) be a compact Ka¨hler manifold with a holomorphic Poisson structure
β 6= 0. We assume Hodd(M,C) = 0. We denote by (M,Jβt,Jψt) a generalized Ka¨hler manifold given
by Poisson deformations. Then if the scalar curvature S(Jβt,Jψt) is a constant, the Lie algebra of the
automorphisms gJβt is a reductive Lie algebra.
In Section 7, on CP 2, a holomorphic Poisson structure β is given by a section of the anticanonical
divisor, which is a cubic curve. Cubic curves of CP 2 are classified into nine cases. An explicit calculation
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of the Lie algebra gJβ is shown for each case. In Section 8, the results of the existence are discussed
by using deformations. In particular, Del Pezzo surfaces with trivial automorphisms admit generalized
Ka¨hler structures with constant scalar curvature. In Section 9, we introduce a generalized extremal
Ka¨hler manifold and calculate the Hessian of the Calabi type functional. We obtain the decomposition
of the Lie algebra of automorphisms of a generalized extremal Ka¨hler manifold.
2 Generalized complex structures and generalized Ka¨hler struc-
tures
2.1 Generalized complex structures and nondegenerate, pure spinors
Let M be a differentiable manifold of real dimension 2n. The bilinear form 〈 , 〉T⊕T∗ on the direct sum
TM ⊕ T ∗M over a differentiable manifold M of dim= 2n is defined by
〈v + ξ, u+ η〉T⊕T∗ = 1
2
(ξ(u) + η(v)) , u, v ∈ TM , ξ, η ∈ T ∗M .
Let SO(TM⊕T ∗M) be the fibre bundle over M with fibre SO(2n, 2n) which is a subbundle of End(TM⊕
T ∗M) preserving the bilinear form 〈 , 〉T⊕T∗ An almost generalized complex structure J is a section
of SO(TM ⊕ T ∗M) satisfying J 2 = −id. Then as in the case of almost complex structures, an almost
generalized complex structure J yields the eigenspace decomposition :
(TM ⊕ T ∗M )C = LJ ⊕ LJ , (2.1)
where LJ is −
√−1-eigenspace and LJ is the complex conjugate of LJ . The Courant bracket of TM ⊕
T ∗M is defined by
[u+ ξ, v + η]co = [u, v] + Luη − Lvξ − 1
2
(diuη − divξ),
where u, v ∈ TM and ξ, η is T ∗M . If LJ is involutive with respect to the Courant bracket, then J
is a generalized complex structure, that is, [e1, e2]co ∈ Γ(LJ ) for any two elements e1 = u + ξ, e2 =
v + η ∈ Γ(LJ ). Let CL(TM ⊕ T ∗M ) be the Clifford algebra bundle which is a fibre bundle with fibre
the Clifford algebra CL(2n, 2n) with respect to 〈 , 〉T⊕T∗ on M . Then a vector v acts on the space of
differential forms ⊕2np=0 ∧p T ∗M by the interior product iv and a 1-form θ acts on ⊕2np=0 ∧p T ∗M by
the exterior product θ∧, respectively. Then the space of differential forms gives a representation of the
Clifford algebra CL(TM ⊕ T ∗M) which is the spin representation of CL(TM ⊕ T ∗M). Thus the spin
representation of the Clifford algebra arises as the space of differential forms
∧•T ∗M = ⊕p ∧p T ∗M = ∧evenT ∗M ⊕ ∧oddT ∗M .
The inner product 〈 , 〉s of the spin representation is given by
〈α, β〉s := (α ∧ σβ)[2n],
where (α ∧ σβ)[2n] is the component of degree 2n of α ∧ σβ ∈ ⊕p ∧p T ∗M and σ denotes the Clifford
involution which is given by
σβ =
 +β deg β ≡ 0, 1 mod 4−β deg β ≡ 2, 3 mod 4
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We define ker Φ := {e ∈ (TM ⊕ T ∗M )C | e · Φ = 0 } for a differential form Φ ∈ ∧even/oddT ∗M . If ker Φ is
maximal isotropic, i.e., dimC ker Φ = 2n, then Φ is called a pure spinor of even/odd type. A pure spinor
Φ is nondegenerate if ker Φ∩ ker Φ = {0}, i.e., (TM ⊕ T ∗M )C = ker Φ⊕ ker Φ. Then a nondegenerate, pure
spinor Φ ∈ ∧•T ∗M gives an almost generalized complex structure JΦ which satisfies
JΦe =
 −
√−1e, e ∈ ker Φ
+
√−1e, e ∈ ker Φ
Conversely, an almost generalized complex structure J locally arises as JΦ for a nondegenerate, pure
spinor Φ which is unique up to multiplication by non-zero functions. Thus an almost generalized complex
structure yields the canonical line bundle KJ := C〈Φ〉 which is a complex line bundle locally generated
by a nondegenerate, pure spinor Φ satisfying J = JΦ. An generalized complex structure JΦ is integrable
if and only if dΦ = η ·Φ for a section η ∈ TM ⊕T ∗M . The type number of J = JΦ is defined as the minimal
degree of the differential form Φ. Note that type number Type J is a function on a manifold which is
not a constant in general.
Example 2.1. Let J be a complex structure on a manifold M and J∗ the complex structure on the
dual bundle T ∗M which is given by J∗ξ(v) = ξ(Jv) for v ∈ TM and ξ ∈ T ∗M . Then a generalized
complex structure JJ is given by the following matrix
JJ =
(
J 0
0 −J∗
)
,
Then the canonical line bundle is the ordinary one which is generated by complex forms of type (n, 0).
Thus we have Type JJ = n.
Example 2.2. Let ω be a symplectic structure on M and ωˆ the isomorphism from TM to T ∗M given
by ωˆ(v) := ivω. We denote by ωˆ
−1 the inverse map from T ∗M to TM . Then a generalized complex
structure Jψ is given by the following
Jψ =
(
0 −ωˆ−1
ωˆ 0
)
, Type Jψ = 0
Then the canonical line bundle is given by the differential form ψ = e−
√−1ω. Thus Type Jψ = 0.
Example 2.3 (b-field action). A real d-closed 2-form b acts on a generalized complex structure by the
adjoint action of Spin group eb which provides a generalized complex structure AdebJ = eb ◦ J ◦ e−b.
Example 2.4 (Poisson deformations). Let β be a holomorphic Poisson structure on a complex mani-
fold. Then the adjoint action of Spin group eβ gives deformations of new generalized complex structures
by Jβt := AdβRetJJ . Then Type Jβtx = n − 2 (rank of βx) at x ∈ M , which is called the Jumping
phenomena of type number.
Let (M,J ) be a generalized complex manifold and LJ the eigenspace of eigenvalue
√−1. Then we
have the Lie algebroid complex ∧•LJ :
0 −→ ∧0LJ ∂J−→ ∧1LJ ∂J−→ ∧2LJ ∂J−→ ∧3LJ −→ · · ·
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The Lie algebroid complex is the deformation complex of generalized complex structures. In fact, ε ∈
∧2LJ gives deformed isotropic subbundle Eε := {e + [ε, e] | e ∈ LJ }. Then Eε yields deformations of
generalized complex structures if and only if ε satisfies Generalized Mauer-Cartan equation
∂J ε+
1
2
[ε, ε]Sch = 0,
where [ε, ε]Sch denotes the Schouten bracket. The Kuranishi space of generalized complex structures is
constructed. Then the second cohomology group H2(∧•LJ ) of the Lie algebraic complex gives the in-
finitesimal deformations of generalized complex structures and the third one H3(∧•LJ ) is the obstruction
space to deformations of generalized complex structures. Let {ei}ni=1 be a local basis of LJ for an almost
generalized complex structure J , where 〈ei, ej〉T⊕T∗ = δi,j . The the almost generalized complex structure
J is written as an element of Clifford algebra,
J =
√−1
2
∑
i
ei · ei,
where J acts on TM ⊕ T ∗M by the adjoint action [J , ]. Thus we have [J , ei] = −
√−1ei and [J , ei] =√−1ei. An almost generalized complex structure J acts on differential forms by the Spin representation
which gives the decomposition into eigenspaces:
∧•T ∗M = U−nJ ⊕ U−n+1J ⊕ · · ·UnJ , (2.2)
where U i(= U iJ ) denotes the i-eigenspace. Then KJ = U
−n
J and U
−n+p
J is given by ∧pLJ ·KJ which
denotes the spin action of ∧pLJ on KJ . Since J is integrable, the exterior derivative d is decomposed
into δJ + δJ , where δJ : U iJ → U i−1J and δJ : U iJ → U i+1J .
2.2 Generalized Ka¨hler structures
Definition 2.5. A generalized Ka¨hler structure is a pair (J1,J2) consisting of two commuting gener-
alized complex structures J1,J2 such that Gˆ := −J1 ◦J2 = −J2 ◦J1 gives a positive definite symmetric
form G := 〈Gˆ , 〉 on TM ⊕ T ∗M , We call G a generalized metric. A generalized Ka¨hler structure of sym-
plectic type is a generalized Ka¨hler structure (J1,J2) such that J2 is the generalized complex structure
Jψ which is induced from a d-closed, nondegenerate, pure spinor ψ := eb−
√−1ω.
Each Ji gives the decomposition (TM ⊕ T ∗M)C = LJi ⊕ LJi for i = 1, 2. Since J1 and J2 are
commutative, we have the simultaneous eigenspace decomposition
(TM ⊕ T ∗M)C = (LJ1 ∩ LJ2)⊕ (LJ1 ∩ LJ2)⊕ (LJ1 ∩ LJ2)⊕ (LJ1 ∩ LJ2).
Since Gˆ2 = +id, The generalized metric Gˆ also gives the eigenspace decomposition: TM ⊕ T ∗M =
C+ ⊕ C−, where C± denote the eigenspaces of Gˆ of eigenvalues ±1. We denote by L±J1 the intersection
LJ1 ∩ CC±. Then it follows
LJ1 ∩ LJ2 = L+J1 , LJ1 ∩ LJ2 = L
+
J1
LJ1 ∩ LJ2 = L−J1 , LJ1 ∩ LJ2 = L
−
J1
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Then (∧iL+J1)∧ (∧jL
−
J1) acts on KJ by the spin action to yield U
−n+i+j,i−j := (∧iL+J1)∧ (∧jL
−
J1) ·KJ .
We have the decomposition of differential forms:
∧•T ∗M = ⊕Up,q
The exterior differential d is also decomposed into δ++δ−+δ++δ−, where δJ = δ++δ− and δJ = δ++δ−,
and δ+ : U
p,q → Up−1,q−1, δ− : Up,q → Up−1,q+1 and δ+ : Up,q → Up+1,q+1, δ− : Up,q → Up+1,q−1. The
generalized metric G gives the formal adjoint operators d∗, δ∗J , δ
∗
J and δ
∗
± , δ
∗
±. Then the generalized
Ka¨hler identity holds : δ+ = −δ∗+, δ∗− = δ−. We denote by 4 := dd∗ + d∗d the Laplacian of d and
∂J := ∂J ∂∗J + ∂∗J ∂J the Laplacian of ∂J . We also define the Laplacians ∂J := ∂J ∂
∗
J + ∂
∗
J ∂J and
δ± := δ±δ∗± + δ∗±δ± and δ± := δ±δ
∗
± + δ
∗
±δ±. Then we have
4 = 2∂J = ∂J = 4δ± = 4δ±
Thus we have the generalized Hodge decomposition:
Proposition 2.6 (Gualtieri [17]).
H•(M,C) = Hp,q(M,J1,J2),
where H•(M,C) =
⊕dimRM
i=0 H
i(M,C) and Hp,q(M,J1,J2) := ker4∩ Up,q.
Remark 2.7. The decomposition does hold only when we consider cohomologies of all degrees.
Example 2.8. Let X = (M,J, ω) be a Ka¨hler manifold. Then the pair (JJ ,Jψ) is a generalized
Ka¨hler where ψ = exp(
√−1ω).
Example 2.9. Let (J1,J2) be a generalized Ka¨hler structure. Then the action of b-fields gives a
generalized Ka¨hler structure (AdebJ1,AdebJ2) for a real d-closed 2-form b.
Definition 2.10. A generalized Ka¨hler structure of symplectic type is a generalized Ka¨hler structure
(J ,Jψ), where Jψ is a generalized complex structure induced from a d-closed, nondegenerate, pure spinor
ψ = eb−
√−1ω for a d-closed 2-form b and a symplectic structure ω.
2.3 The deformation-stability theorem of generalized Ka¨hler manifolds
It is known that the deformation-stability theorem of ordinary Ka¨hler manifolds holds
Theorem 2.11 (Kodaira-Spencer). Let X = (M,J) be a compact Ka¨hler manifold and Xt small
deformations of X = X0 as complex manifolds. Then Xt inherits a Ka¨hler structure.
The following deformation-stability theorem of generalized Ka¨hler structures provides many interest-
ing examples of generalized Ka¨hler manifolds of symplectic type.
Theorem 2.12. [10] Let X = (M,J, ω) be a compact Ka¨hler manifold and (JJ ,Jψ) the induced
generalized Ka¨hler structure, where ψ = e−
√−1ω. If there are analytic deformations {Jt} of J0 = JJ as
generalized complex structures, then there are deformations of d-closed nondegenerate, pure spinors {ψt}
such that pairs (Jt,Jψt) are generalized Ka¨hler structures, where ψ0 = ψ
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Then we have the following:
Corollary 2.13. Let X = (M,J, ω) be a compact Ka¨hler manifold with a nontrivial holomor-
phic Poisson structure β. Then there exists a nontrivial deformations of generalized Ka¨hler structures
(Jβt, Jψt) such that {Jβt} is the Poisson deformations given by Example 2.4 and {ψt} is a family of
d-closed nondegenerate, pure spinors and ψ0 = e
−√−1ω.
3 Generalized Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms
Let J be a generalized complex structure on a manifold M. Then J acts on an exact 1-form du to give
J du ∈ TM ⊕ T ∗M for a real function u on M. Then we define hamJ (M) by
hamJ (M) := {J du |u ∈ C∞(M,R) }
The Courant bracket on TM ⊕ T ∗M does not satisfies the Jacobi identity in general. However if we
restrict the Courant bracket to hamJ (M), the Jacobi identity does hold and we obtain a Lie algebra.
Proposition 3.1. hamJ (M) is a Lie algebra with respect to the Courant bracket.
Proof. Since 〈J du1, J du2〉T⊕T∗ = 〈du1, du2〉T⊕T∗ = 0, it turns out that hamJ (M) is isotropic.
Since J is integrable, the Nijenhuis tensor vanishes,
[J du1, J du2]co =[du1, du2]co + J [du1, J du2]co + J [J du1, du2]co (3.1)
=J [du1, J du2]co + J [J du1, du2]co (3.2)
From the definition of the Courant bracket, we have
[J du1, du2]co = LJ du1(du2) = dLJ du1u2
We denote by {u1, u2}J a real function LJ du1u2 − JJ du2u1, which is a generalization of the ordinary
Poisson bracket. Then we obtain
[J du1, J du2]co = J d{u1, u2}J ∈ J (M)
Thus hamJ (M) is closed under the courant bracket and isotropic. Hence hamJ (M) is a Lie algebra.
Then hamJ (M) is identified with C∞(M)0 := C∞(M)/{constant function }.
Definition 3.2. The Lie algebra hamJ (M) defines a connected Lie group HamJψ which is called a
generalized Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms with respect to J .
Remark 3.3. Let ω be a symplectic structure on M. Then e
√−1ω is a d-closed nondegenerate, pure
spinor. If J is induced from the structure e
√−1ω, then hamJ (M) coincides with the Lie algebra of the
ordinary Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms
Remark 3.4. An element v+θ ∈ TM⊕T ∗M generates a 1-parameter family of D˜iff(M). An element
of the Lie algebra of D˜iff(M) is a pairs (v, dθ) which consists of a vector field v and a 1-form θ. Then the
Lie bracket is given by
[v1 + dθ1, v2 + dθ2] = [v1, v2] + Lv1θ2 − Lv2θ1
Since hamJ(M) is an isotropic subspace of TM ⊕ T ∗M, we have a homomorphism from the Lie algebras
hamJ(M) to the Lie algebra of D˜iff(M).
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4 Generalized scalar curvature as moment map
Let B(M) be the set of almost generalized complex structures on a differentiable compact manifold M of
dimension 2n, that is,
B(M) := {J : almost generalized complex structure on M }.
We also define Bint(M) as the set of generalized complex structures on M , i.e., integral ones
Bint(M) := {J : generalized complex structure on M }.
We fix a generalized complex structure Jψ which is defined by a set of nondegenerate, pure spinor
ψ := {ψα} relative to a cover {Uα} of M. Then we have
dψα = ζα · ψα, (4.1)
where ζα ∈
√−1(TM ⊕ T ∗M). We can take {ψα} which satisfies 〈ψα, ψα〉s = 〈ψβ , ψβ〉s if Uα ∩ Uβ 6=.
The we define a volume form volM to be (
√−1)n〈ψα, ψα〉s for each α which is globally defined. An almost
generalized complex structure J is Jψ-compatible if and only if the pair (J ,Jψ) is an almost generalized
Ka¨hler structure. Let BJψ (M) be the set of Jψ-compatible almost generalized complex structure, that is
BJψ (M) := {J ∈ B(M) : (J ,Jψ)is an almost generalized Ka¨hler structure }.
We also define BintJψ (M) to be the set of ψ-compatible generalized complex structures,
For each point x ∈M , we define BJψ (M)x to be the set of ψx-compatible almost generalized complex
structures on TxM ⊕ T ∗xM , that is,
BJψ (M)x := {Jx |(Jx,Jψ,x) : almost generalized Ka¨hler structure at x }.
Then we see that BJψ (M)x is given by the Riemannian Symmetric space of type AIII
U(n, n)/U(n)× U(n)
which is biholomorphic to the complex bounded domain {h ∈ Mn(C) | 1n − h∗h > 0 }, where Mn(C)
denotes the set of complex matrices of n× n.
Remark 4.1. In Ka¨hler geometry, the set of almost complex structures compatible with a symplectic
structure ω is given by the Riemannian symmetric space Sp(2n)/U(n) which is biholomorphic to the
Siegel upper half plane
{h ∈ GLn(C) | 1n − h∗h > 0, ht = h }
Let PJψ be the fibre bundle over M with fibre BJψ (M)x, that is,
Pψ :=
⋃
x∈M
BJψ (M)x →M,
Then BJψ (M) is given by smooth sections Γ(M,PJψ ) which contains the integral ones BintJψ (M). We can
introduce a Sobolev norm on BJψ (M) such that BJψ(M) becomes a Banach manifold in the standard
method. The tangent bundle of BJψ (M) at J is given by
TJBJψ (M) = { J˙ ∈ so(TM ⊕ T ∗M ) : J˙ J + J J˙ = 0, J˙ Jψ = JψJ˙ },
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where so(TM ⊕ T ∗M) denotes the set of sections of Lie algebra bundle of SO(TM ⊕ T ∗M). Then it
follows that there exists an almost complex structure JB on BJψ (M)which is given by
JB(J˙ ) := J J˙ , ( J˙ ∈ TJBJψ (M) )
We also have a Riemannian metric gB and a 2-form ΩB on BJψ (M) by
gB(J˙1, J˙2) :=
∫
M
tr(J˙1J˙2) volM (4.2)
ΩB(J˙1, J˙2) := −
∫
M
tr(J J˙1J˙2) volM (4.3)
for J˙1, J˙2 ∈ TJBJψ (M).
Proposition 4.2. JB is integrable almost complex structure on BJψ (M) and ΩB is a Ka¨hler form on
BJψ (M).
Proof. Let JV be an almost generalized complex structure on a real vector space V of dimension
2n. We denote by Xn the Riemannian symmetric space U(n, n)/U(n) × U(n) which is identified with
the set of almost generalized complex structures compatible with JV . We already see that BJψ (M) is the
set of global sections of the fibre bundle PJψ over a manifold M with fibre Xn which is biholomorphic
to the bounded domain {h ∈ Mn(C) | 1n − h∗h > 0 }. If BJψ (M) is not empty, we have a global section
J0. Then the fibre bundle is identified with the space of maps from M to the complex bounded domain
{h ∈ Mn(C) | 1n − h∗h > 0 } which is open set in the complex vector space Mn(C). Since the almost
complex structure JB is induced from the complex structure of the complex bounded domain, BJψ (M)
admits complex coordinates and JB is integrable. We denote by gXn the Riemannian metric on Xn and
by ωXn the Ka¨hler form which are respectively given by
gXn(J˙1, J˙2) = tr(J˙1J˙2)
ωXn(J˙1, J˙2) = −tr(J J˙1J˙2),
where J˙1, J˙2 ∈ TJXn. The complex bounded domain {h ∈ GLn(C) | 1n − h∗h > 0 } admits a Ka¨hler
structure which is given by
4
√−1∂∂ log det(1n − h∗h).
Then under the identification Xn ∼= {h ∈ Mn(C) | 1n − h∗h > 0 } by using JV , we have ωXn =
4
√−1∂∂ log det(1n − h∗h). Then the space of maps BJψ (M) inherits a Riemannian metric gB and a
Ka¨hler structure ΩB which are given by
g(J˙1, J˙2) :=
∫
M
tr(J˙1J˙2) volM (4.4)
ΩB(J˙1, J˙2) :=−
∫
X
tr(J J˙1J˙2) volM (4.5)
=4
√−1 ∂∂
∫
M
log det(1n − h∗h) volM (4.6)
Hence ωB is closed. Thus (BJψ (M), JB, ΩB) is a Ka¨hler manifold.
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Let D˜iff(M) be an extension of diffeomorphisms of M by 2-forms which is defined as
D˜iff(M) := { ebF : F ∈ Diff(M), b : 2-form }.
Note that the product of D˜iff(M) is given by
(eb1F1)(e
b2F2) := e
b1+F
∗
1 (b2)F1 ◦ F2,
where F1, F2 ∈ Diff(M) and b1, b2 are real 2-forms. The action of D˜iff(M) on GC(M) by
ebF# ◦ J ◦ F−1# e−b, (4.7)
where F ∈ Diff(M) acts on J by F# ◦ J ◦F−1# and and eb is regarded as an element of SO(TM ⊕ T ∗M)
and F# denotes the bundle map of TM⊕T ∗M which is the lift of F. For a (integral) generalized complex
structure Jψ, We define D˜iff(M)Jψ to be a subgroup consists of elements of D˜iff(M) which preserves Jψ,
D˜iffJψ (M) = { ebF ∈ D˜iff(M) : ebF# ◦ Jψ ◦ F−1# e−b = Jψ }.
Then from (4.2), we have the following,
Proposition 4.3. The symplectic structure ΩB is invariant under the action of ψ-preserving group
D˜iffJψ (M).
Proof. The result follows from (4.5) and (4.7) since volM is invariant under the action of D˜iffJψ (M).
Proposition 4.4. Let GJψ be the generalized Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms whose Lie algebra is
HamJψ (M). Then GJψ also preserves ΩB.
Proof. The Lie algebra of D˜iff(M) is given by TM ⊕A2(M), where A2(M) denotes the 2-forms on
M. Let ι be the map TM ⊕ T ∗M → TM ⊕A2(M) which is given by
ι(v, θ) := (v, dθ),
where v ∈ TM and θ ∈ T ∗M. Then the map ι restricted to HamJψ (M) gives the inclusion from
HamJψ (M) to the Lie algebra of D˜iffJψ (M) which is a homomorphism between Lie algebras. Thus
GJψ is a Lie subgroup of D˜iffJψ (M). Then the result follows form Proposition 4.4.
Remark 4.5. We have the following another proof of Proposition 4.4. The Lie algebra HamJψ of the
Lie group GJψ is given by {e := Jψdu |u ∈ C∞(M,R) } as before. Then the action of Jψdu of ψα is
given by the Lie derivative Leψα = d(Jψdu) · ψα + (Jψdu)dψα. Since
√−1du+ Jψ(du) ∈ LJψ , we have
(
√−1du+ Jψ(du)) · ψα = 0. From (4.1), we have
Leψα =−
√−1d((du)ψα) + (Jψdu) · ζα · ψα (4.8)
=
√−1(du) ∧ dψα + (Jψdu) · ζα · ψα (4.9)
=
√−1(du) ∧ ζα · ψα + (Jψdu) · ζα · ψα (4.10)
=
(√−1(du) + (Jψdu)) · ζα · ψα (4.11)
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Since
(√−1(du) + (Jψdu)) ∈ LJψ , we see that the component pi−n+2UJψ (√−1(du) + (Jψdu)) · ζα · ψα =
0 Thus Leψα is in KJψ . Hence Le preserves the canonical line bundle KJψ and then it follows that
hamJψ (M) preserves Jψ. Thus GJψ also preserves Jψ.
As in shown before, the Lie algebra HamJψ (M) is also given by C
∞
0 (M), where C
∞
0 (M) = { f ∈
C∞(M) | ∫
M
f volM = 0 }. Then e := Jψ(df) ∈ TM ⊕ T ∗M is called a generalized Hamiltonian element.
Note that we have e · ψα = −
√−1df · ψα.
In order to show the existence of the moment map, we shall restrict our attention to generalized
Ka¨hler manifolds (J ,Jψ), where Jψ is induced from a set of locally defined d-closed nondegenerate, pure
spinors ψ := {ψα}.
Theorem 4.6. We assume that Jψ is induced from a set of d-closed, nondegenerate, pure spinors
ψ := {ψα}. Then there exists a moment map µ : BJψ (M)→ C∞0 (M,R)∗ for the action of the generalized
Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms GJψ , which is explicitly written in terms of pure spinors.
Remark 4.7. In the previous paper [13], the existence of the moment map was shown in the rather
restricted cases of generalized Ka¨hler manifolds of symplectic type. Thus our theorem is a generalization
of the previous one and the method of our proof is improved.
Remark 4.8. Boulanger also obtained the moment map in the cases of toric generalized Ka¨hler man-
ifolds of symplectic type by using a description of toric geometry [5]. As though Boulanger’s description
of the moment map seems to be different from the one in [13], these should match each other since the
moment map is unique modulo constant. In fact, Wang, Yicao actually shows that these are the same
by using explicit calculations [30].
Remark 4.9. J. Streets studies problems of generalized Ka¨hler structures by using pluriclosed flows
[28]. In the cases of generalized Ka¨hler structures of type (0, 0), (which is also called a degenerate
generalized Ka¨hler structure), his definition of generalized Ka¨hler structure with constant scalar curvature
is the same as the one in our paper (see also [13], for generalized Ka¨hler structures of type (0, 0)). The
Calabi-Yau type problem of generalized Ka¨hler manifolds of type (0, 0) was discussed by Apostolov and
Streets in [4].
In order to show Theorem 4.6, we need several Lemmata. Let J ∈ BJψ (M) be an almost generalized
complex structure which is induced from a set of nondegenerate, pure spinors φ = {φα}. We normalize
{φα} such that 〈φα, φα〉s = volM for each α. Then dφα is given by
dφα = (ηα +Nα) · φα, (4.12)
where ηα ∈
√−1(TM ⊕ T ∗M) and Nα ∈ (∧3LJ ⊕ ∧3LJ )R.
Remark 4.10. Note that Nα is a real element. Nα = Nβ for all α, β. Then Nα defines a global
element N , which is called Nijenhuis tensor.
Lemma 4.11. N · ψα = 0
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Proof. Since N is uniquely defines by (4.12), for e1, e2, e3 ∈ LJ , we have
N(e1, e2, e3)〈φα, φα〉s =〈dφα, e1 · e2 · e3 · φα〉s = −〈e1 · e2 · dφα, e3 · φα〉s (4.13)
=− 〈[e1, e2]co · φα, e3 · φα〉s (4.14)
Thus we have
N(e1, e2, e3) = 2〈[e1, e2]co, e3〉T⊕T∗ (4.15)
This implies that N = 0 if and only if J is integrable. By using Jψ, we have the decomposition
LJ = L+J ⊕ L−J and LJ = L
+
J ⊕ L
−
J . Since kerψα = L+J ⊕ L
−
J and N ∈ (∧3LJ ⊕ ∧3LJ )R, we have
N · ψ = (N+ +N−) · ψ, where N+ ∈ ∧3L+J and N− ∈ ∧3L−J . From (4.15), we see
N(e−1 , e
−
2 , e
−
3 ) = 〈[e−1 , e−2 ]co, e−3 〉T⊕T∗
Since Jψ is integrable, it follows that [e−1 , e−2 ]co ∈ LJψ . Since e−3 ∈ LJψ , we have N(e−1 , e−2 , e−3 ) = 0.
Thus N− = 0. Since N is real, we have N
+
= 0. Hence N · ψ = 0.
Lemma 4.12. Let Jt be deformations of J such that (Jt,Jψ) is an almost generalized Ka¨hler struc-
tures. Then we have a family {φα} which gives Jt and dφa(t) = (ηα(t) + N(t)) · φα(t), where ηα(t) ∈√−1(TM ⊕ T ∗M) and N ∈ (∧3LJt ⊕ ∧3LJt)R. Let N˙ = ddtN(t)|t=0. Then we have
N˙ · ψα = 0
Proof. From Lemma 4.11, we have N(t) · ψα = 0 for all t. Then we have the result.
Lemma 4.13. 〈e · φα, N˙ · φα〉s = 0.
Proof. The space ∧4(TM ⊕ T ∗M) is decomposed into ∧4TM ⊕ (∧3TM ⊗ T ∗M )⊕ (∧2TM ⊗ ∧2T ∗m)⊕
(TM ⊗ ∧3T ∗M )⊕ ∧4T ∗M .
We denote by Cont2,2 the contraction of the component (∧2TM ⊗ ∧2T ∗m) which yields a map from
∧4(TM ⊕ T ∗M) to C∞(M). Then it follows
〈e · φα, N˙ · φα〉s =− 〈φα, e · N˙ · φα〉s (4.16)
=− Cont2,2(e · N˙)〈φα, φα〉s (4.17)
Since 〈φα, φα〉s = 〈ψα, ψα〉s, we have
〈e · φα, N˙ · φα〉s =− Cont2,2(e · N˙)〈ψα, ψα〉s (4.18)
=〈e · ψα, N˙ · ψα〉s (4.19)
Since N˙ is real, it follows from Lemma 4.12 that N˙ · ψα = 0. Hence we have 〈e · φα, N˙ · φα〉s = 0.
Proof. of Theorem 4.6. Any infinitesimal deformation of J is written by the adjoint action of h
J˙h := [h, J˙ ]
where h denotes a real element (∧2LJψ ⊕ ∧2LJψ )R. Then the corresponding infinitesimal deformations
of φ is given by the Clifford action of h on each φα,
φ˙α = h · φα
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An Hamiltonian element e = Jψdf gives the infinitesimal deformation LeJ of J . Then the corresponding
infinitesimal deformation of φ is given by
Leφα = de · φa + e · dφα = de · φa + e · ηα · φa
Then in order to show the existence of a moment map, we shall calculate ΩB(LeJ , J˙h). We have
ΩB(J˙h1 , J˙h2) = cnIm
(
i−n
∫
M
〈h1 · φα, h2 · φα〉s
)
(4.20)
Applying (4.20), we obtain
ΩB(LeJ , J˙h) =cnIm
(
i−n
∫
M
〈LeJ , h · φα〉s
)
(4.21)
=cnIm
(
i−n
∫
M
〈de · φa + e · (ηα +N) · φa, h · φα〉a
)
(4.22)
Since h ∈ (∧2LJψ ⊕ ∧2LJψ )R, we have 〈φα, h · φα〉 = 0. Since e · ηa + ηa · e = 2〈e, ηa〉T⊕T∗ , we have
〈e · ηα · φα, h · φα〉s = −〈ηa · e · φa, h · φα〉s
Then we have
ΩB(LeJ , J˙h) =cnIm
(
i−n
∫
M
〈(d− ηα +N)e · φα, h · φα〉s
)
(4.23)
Since d〈(e · φa), h · φα〉[2n−1] = 〈d(e · φa), h · φα〉s − 〈(e · φa), d(h · φα)〉s and 〈(e · φa), h · φα〉[2n−1] gives
a globally defined (2n− 1)-form on M, then from the Stokes Theorem, we have∫
M
〈d(e · φα), h · φα〉s =
∫
M
〈e · φa, d(h · φα)〉s
Since ηα is in
√−1(TM ⊕ T ∗M), we also have
〈ηα · e · φa, h · φα〉s = −〈e · φa, ηα · h · φα〉s.
Since N is ∧3(TM ⊕ T ∗M)R, it follows
〈N · e · φa, h · φα〉s = +〈e · φa, N · h · φα〉s.
Substituting them, we obtain
ΩB(LeJ , J˙h) = cnIm
(
i−n
∫
M
〈e · φa, (d+ ηα −N) · (h · φα)〉s
)
Let φ(t) = {φα(t)} be a one parameter family of nondegenerate, pure spinors which gives
d
dt
φα(t)|t=0 = h · φα
Then we have
dφα(t) = (ηα(t) +N(t)) · φα(t).
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Taking the differential of both sides at t = 0, we have
d(h · φα) = (η˙α + N˙) · φα + (ηα +N) · (h · φα)
Since ηα is pure imaginary and N is real, we have
d(h · φα) = (−η˙α + N˙) · φα + (−ηα +N) · (h · φα)
Thus we obtain
〈e · φa, (d+ ηα −N) · (h · φα)〉s = −〈e · φα, (η˙α − N˙) · φα〉s
From Lemma 4.13, we have 〈e · φα, N˙ · φα〉s = 0. Hence we obtain
〈e · φa, (d+ ηα −N) · (h · φα)〉s = −〈e · φα, η˙α · φα〉s
We decompose e as e1,0 + e0,1, where e1,0 ∈ LJ and e0,1 ∈ LJ . We also decompose η˙α = η˙1,0α + η˙0,1α ,
where η˙1,0α ∈ LJ and η˙0,1α ∈ LJ .
Then we have
−Im (i−n〈e · φα, η˙α · φα〉s) =− Im (i−n〈e0,1 · φα, η˙1,0α · φα〉s) (4.24)
=Im
(
i−n〈η˙0,1α · e1,0 · φα, φα〉s
)
(4.25)
=Im
(
i−n2〈e0,1, η˙1,0α 〉T⊕T∗〈φα, φα〉s
)
(4.26)
Since e is real and ηα is pure imaginary, we have
〈η˙α, e〉T⊕T∗ =〈η˙1,0α , e1,0〉T⊕T∗ + 〈η˙0,1α , e0,1〉s (4.27)
=〈η˙1,0α , e1,0〉T⊕T∗ + 〈−η˙1,0α , e1,0〉s (4.28)
=〈η˙1,0α , e1,0〉T⊕T∗ − 〈η˙1,0α , e1,0〉T⊕T∗ (4.29)
=2 Im 〈η˙1,0α , e1,0〉T⊕T∗ (4.30)
Since i−n〈φa, φα〉s = volM , we have
−Im (i−n〈e · φα, η˙α · φα〉s) = Im 〈η˙α, e〉T⊕T∗volM
Since 〈ψα, ψα〉s = volM , we have
Im 〈η˙α, e〉T⊕T∗ volM = Im 〈η˙α, e〉T⊕T∗〈ψα ψα〉s
Then as in before, we obtain
Im 〈η˙α, e〉T⊕T∗ volM =Im 〈η˙α, e〉T⊕T∗〈ψα ψα〉s (4.31)
=− Im (i−n〈e · ψα, η˙α · ψα〉s) (4.32)
Since e is a generalized hamiltonian element, we have e · φα = −
√−1df ·ψα. Applying dψa = ζα ·ψα, we
have
e · ψα =(−
√−1df) · ψα = −
√−1 (d(fψα)− fζα · ψα) (4.33)
=−√−1(d− ζα)(fψα) (4.34)
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Then we obtain
ΩB(LeJ , J˙h) =− Im
(
i−n
∫
M
〈e · ψα, η˙α · ψα〉s
)
(4.35)
=Im
(∫
M
i−n+1〈(d− ζα)fψα, η˙α · ψα〉s
)
(4.36)
Applying the Stokes theorem again, we obtain
ΩB(LeJ , J˙h) =Im
(
i−n+1
∫
M
〈fψα, (d+ ζα) · (η˙α · ψα)〉s
)
(4.37)
Then we shall show that 〈ψα, (d+ ζα) · (ηα · ψα)〉s defines a globally defined 2n-form on M. At first,we
see
(d+ ζα) · (ηα · ψα) =d(ηα · ψα) + ηαdψα − ηαdψα + ζα · ηα · ψα (4.38)
=Lηαψα + ηα · ζα · ψα + ζα · ηα · ψα (4.39)
=Lηαψα + 2〈ζα, , ηα〉T⊕T∗ψα (4.40)
Both φα and ψα satisfy
〈φα, φα〉s = 〈ψα, ψα〉s = volM .
Thus if Uα ∩ Uβ 6=, we have φα = eipα,βφβ and ψα = eiqα,βψβ for real functions pα,β and qα,β . Then we
have ηα = ηβ + idpα,β and ζα = ζβ + idqα,β . Since Ldpα,β = 0 and 〈dpα,β , dqα,β〉T⊕T∗ = 0, we see
Lηαψα + 2〈ζα, , ηα〉T⊕T∗ψα =Lηβψα + 2〈ζβ , ηβ〉sψα + 2〈ζα, idpα,β〉sψα (4.41)
+2〈idqα,β , ηβ〉T⊕T∗ψα (4.42)
=eiqα,β
(Lηβψβ + 2〈ζβ , ηβ〉sψβ + 2〈ζβ , idpα,β〉sψβ) (4.43)
Since ζβ is a one form for all β, we have
Lηαψα + 2〈ζα, , ηα〉T⊕T∗ψα = eiqα,β
(Lηβψβ + 2〈ζβ , ηβ〉T⊕T∗ψβ)
Hence we obtain
〈ψα, (d+ ζα) · (ηα · ψα)〉s = 〈ψβ , (d+ ζβ) · (ηβ · ψβ)〉s
Hence 〈ψα, (d+ζα) ·(ηα ·ψα)〉s defines a globally defined 2n-form on M which is denoted by inµ(J )volM ,
inµ(J )volM := 〈ψα, (d+ ζα) · (ηα · ψα)〉s, (4.44)
where µ(J ) is a function on M. For an infinitesimal deformation {Jh} in BJψ (M), we have
ΩB(LeJ , J˙ ) =Im
(
i−n+1
∫
M
〈fψα, (d+ ζα) · (η˙α · ψα)〉s
)
(4.45)
=Im
(
i−n+1
∫
M
f
d
dt
〈ψα, (d+ ζα)(ηα · ψα)〉s
) ∣∣∣
t=0
(4.46)
=Im
(
i
∫
M
f
d
dt
µ(Jt)volM
) ∣∣∣
t=0
(4.47)
=
∫
M
f
d
dt
µ(Jt)volM
∣∣∣
t=0
(4.48)
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Thus we have ΩB(LeJ , J˙ ) = d〈µ, f〉(J˙ ), by using the coupling in terms of the integration over M.
Hence µ : BJψ (M)→ C∞0 (M) is a moment map of BJψ (M) for the action of GJψ , which is explicitly
given by (4.44) in terms of pure spinors.
Theorem 4.14. Let X = (M,J, ω) be a compact Ka¨hler manifold with a holomorphic Poisson struc-
ture and (Jβ ,Jψ) a generalized Ka¨hler manifold which is given by Poisson deformation satisfies Then
there is the moment map.
Proof. Since (Jβ ,Jψ) is a generalized Ka¨hler manifold of symplectic type, Jψ is given by a d-closed
differential form. Thus the result follows form Theorem 4.6.
5 Lie algebras of generalized complex manifolds and generalized
Ka¨hler manifolds
5.1 The Lie algebra gJ and the reduced Lie algebra g0(J ,Jψ)
Let J be a generalized complex structure on M which gives the decomposition (TM ⊕ T ∗M) ⊗ C =
LJ ⊕ LJ . Then we have the Lie algebroid complex:
0→ ∧0LJ ∂J→ ∧1LJ ∂J→ ∧2LJ ∂J→ · · ·
We denote by H•(∧•LJ ) the cohomology groups of the Lie algebroid complex ∧•LJ .
Lemma 5.1. The first cohomology group H1(∧•LJ ) inherits a Lie algebra structure which is induced
from the Courant bracket [ , ]co
Proof. Since LJ is isotropic, the Courant bracket gives the Lie algebra structure on LJ , that is,
the Jacobi identity holds. Since LJ is a Lie bialgebroid, we have
∂J [e1, e2]co = [∂J e1, e2]Sch + [e1, ∂J e2]Sch
for e1, e2 ∈ LJ , where [ , ]Sch denotes the Schouten bracket. Note that the Courant bracket coincides
with the Schouten bracket on LJ . We also has ∂J [e, f ]Sch = [∂J e, f ]Sch + [e, ∂J f ]Sch, for a function f
and e ∈ LJ . Thus the Courant bracket induces the Lie algebra structure on the first cohomology group
H1(∧•LJ ).
Then we have
Definition 5.2. The Lie algebra H1(∧•LJ ) is denoted by gJ which is called the Lie algebra of
automorphisms of (M,J ).
We have the following lemma:
Lemma 5.3. If e1, e2 ∈ LJ and satisfy ∂J e1 = ∂J e2 = 0. Then the courant bracket of e1 and the
conjugate e2 is given by
[e1, e2]co = (∂J − ∂J )〈e1, e2〉T⊕T∗
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Proof. Let {A,B} be the anti-bracket AB + BA for operators A,B in general. Then we have the
super-Jacobi identity
[A, {B,C}] = [{A,B}, C] + [{A,C}, B].
Thus we have
[d, {e1, e2}] = [{d, e1}, e2] + [{d, e2}, e1]
Since {e1, e2} = 2〈e1, e2〉T⊕T∗ , we obtain
2d〈e1, e2〉T⊕T∗ = [{d, e1}, e2] + [{d, e2}, e1]
From the definition of the Courant bracket, We have [e1, e2]co =
1
2 [{d, e1}, e2] − 12 [{d, e2}, e1]. Since
∂J e1 = ∂J e2 = 0, we also have
[{d, e1}, e2] + [{d, e2}, e1] = [{∂J , e1}, e2] + [{∂J , e2}, e1]
Since ∂J e2 = {∂J , e2} = 0 and ∂J e1 = {∂J , e1} = 0, applying the super-Jacobi identity again, we have
[{∂J , e1}, e2]− [{∂J , e2}, e1] =∂J {e1, e2} − ∂J {e2, e1} (5.1)
=2(∂J − ∂J )〈e1, e2〉T⊕T∗ . (5.2)
Hence we have
[e1, e2]co = (∂J − ∂J )〈e1, e2〉T⊕T∗
We define a map F : LJ → (TM ⊕ T ∗M) by taking the real part of e ∈ LJ ,
F (e) := e+ e (5.3)
Then F restricted to ker ∂J yields the map from ker ∂J to the real part (ker ∂J + ker ∂J )R. Taking the
quotient, we have the map from gJ to (ker ∂J + ker ∂J )R/(Im ∂J + Im ∂J )R. By the abuse of notation,
we denote by F the map to the quotient. Then we have
Proposition 5.4. The quotient (ker ∂J + ker ∂J )R/(Im ∂J + Im ∂J )R is a Lie algebra with respect to
the Courant bracket and
F : gJ → (ker ∂J + ker ∂J )R/(Im ∂J + Im ∂J )R
is an isomorphism between Lie algebras.
Proof. For e1, e2 ∈ ker ∂J , from Lemma 5.3 and taking the complex conjugate, one has
[e1 + e1, e2 + e2]co =[e1, e2]co + [e1, e2]co + [e1, e2]co + [e1, e2]co (5.4)
=[e1, e2]co + [e1, e2]co + (∂J − ∂J ) (〈e1, e2〉T⊕T∗ − 〈e1, e2〉T⊕T∗) (5.5)
Since (∂J − ∂J ) (〈e1, e2〉T⊕T∗ − 〈e1, e2〉T⊕T∗) ∈ (Im ∂J + Im ∂J )R. Hence (ker ∂J + ker ∂J )R/(Im ∂J +
Im ∂J )R is a Lie algebra with respect to the Courant bracket. Since we see
[F (e1), F (e2)]co ≡ F ([e1, e2]co) mod (Im ∂J + Im ∂J )R,
thus F is an isomorphism between Lie algebras.
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Let (M,J ,Jψ) be a generalized Ka¨hler manifold. Then we define the subspace g˜0(J ,Jψ) of ker ∂J
by
g˜0(J ,Jψ) := {Jψ(∂Ju) | ∂JJψ∂Ju = 0, u ∈ C∞(M,C) } ⊂ LJ
For simplicity, we also denote by g˜0 the subspace g˜0(J ,Jψ) . Since g˜0 is a subspace of ker ∂J , we have
the following diagram:
g˜0
j
&&
i // ker ∂J

gJ := ker ∂J/Im∂J
Then we have
Proposition 5.5. We assume that (J ,Jψ) is a generalized Ka¨hler manifolds of symplectic type. If
M is compact, then the map j : g˜0 → gJ is injective.
Proof. It suffices to show that the intersection g˜0 ∩ Im ∂J = {0}. We assume that there exist two
functions u and v such that
Jψ(∂Ju) = ∂Jv.
Since ∂Ju −
√−1Jψ(∂Ju) ∈ LJψ , we have ∂Ju −
√−1 ∂Jv = ∂J (u −
√−1 v) ∈ LJψ . We have the
decomposition LJ = L+J ⊕L
−
J , where L
+
J = LJ ∩LJψ and L
−
J = LJ ∩LJψ . Thus ∂J (u−
√−1v) ∈ L+J .
Hence
∂
−
J (u−
√−1v) = 0, (5.6)
where ∂J = ∂
+
J + ∂
−
J .
Since ∂Ju +
√−1Jψ(∂Ju) ∈ LJψ , we have ∂Ju +
√−1 ∂Jv = ∂J (u +
√−1 v) ∈ LJψ . Thus we also
have ∂J (u+
√−1v) ∈ L−J . Hence
∂
+
J (u+
√−1v) = 0. (5.7)
Since ψ is d-closed, we have
(∂
+
J (u+
√−1v))ψ =δ+((u+
√−1v)ψ) = 0 (5.8)
(∂
−
J (u−
√−1v))ψ =δ−((u−
√−1v)ψ) = 0 (5.9)
Since the generalized Ka¨hler identity, the Laplacian δ±δ
∗
± + δ
∗
±δ± of the operator δ± is
1
44, where 4
denotes the ordinary Laplacian dd∗ + d∗d. then it follows from (5.6) and (5.7)that 4(u + √−1v)ψ =
4δ
∗
+δ+(u+
√−1v)ψ = 0.
Since (u ± √−1v) is a function, it follows 4(u ± √−1v) = 0. Since M is compact, a Harmonic
function is a constant. Thus u and v are constants also. Hence Jψ(∂Ju) = ∂Jv = 0. Thus we have
g0 ∩ Im ∂J = {0}.
Definition 5.6. We define g0 to be the image j(g˜0) in gJ .
Proposition 5.7. g0 ⊂ gJ := H1(∧•LJ ) is a Lie subalgebra.
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Proof. Since Jψ is integrable, the Nijenhuis tensor vanishes,
[Jψe1,Jψe2]co = [e1, e2]co + Jψ[Jψe1, e2]co + Jψ[e1,Jψe2]co, (5.10)
where e1, e2 ∈ LJ . For simplicity, we denote by ∂ the operator ∂J . For u, v ∈ C∞(M,C), we assume
Jψ(∂u) and Jψ(∂v) ∈ LJ satisfy ∂Jψ(∂u) = 0 and ∂Jψ(∂v) = 0, respectively. Then from (5.10), we
have
[Jψ(∂u), Jψ(∂v)]co =[∂u, ∂v]co + Jψ[Jψ(∂u), ∂v]co + Jψ[∂u, Jψ(∂v)]co (5.11)
Since LJ is a Lie bialgebroid, we have ∂[e1, e2]co = [∂e1, e2]co + [e1, ∂e2]co, for e1, e2 ∈ LJ . Thus we
have [∂u, ∂v]co = ∂[u, ∂v]co which vanishes as an element of H
1(∧•LJ ). From our assumption ∂Jψ(∂u) =
0, ∂Jψ(∂v) = 0, we have
Jψ[Jψ(∂u), ∂v]co =Jψ∂[Jψ(∂u), v]co (5.12)
Jψ[∂u, Jψ(∂v)]co =Jψ∂[u, Jψ(∂v)]co (5.13)
Thus we obtain
[Jψ(∂u), Jψ(∂v)]co = ∂[u, ∂v]co + Jψ∂{[Jψ(∂u), v]co + [u, Jψ(∂v)]co},
where [Jψ(∂u), v]co := LJψ(∂u)v and [u, Jψ(∂v)]co := −LJψ(∂v)u and [Jψ(∂u), v]co + [u, Jψ(∂v)]co ∈
C∞(M,C)
We denote by {u, v}J ,ψ the complex function [Jψ(∂u), v]co + [u, Jψ(∂v)]co. Then we have
[Jψ(∂u), Jψ(∂v)]co ∼= Jψ(∂{u, v}J ,ψ) ∈ H1(∧•Lψ)
Hence the result follows.
Then g0 is called the Lie algebra of reduced automorphisms of (M,J ,Jψ).
5.2 The real Lie algebra gR0 of the Lie algebra of the reduced automorphisms
In this section, we assume that (M,J ,Jψ) is a compact generalized Ka¨hler manifold of symplectic type,
i.e., Jψ is given by a d-closed, nondegenerate, pure spinor ψ = eB+
√−ω, where ω denotes a real symplectic
2-form on M and B is a real d-closed 2-form on M. Since the map j is injective, j gives an isomorphism
between g0 and g˜0. Thus g0 is identified with g˜0.
Definition 5.8. we consider a real Lie subalgebra gR0 of g0 by
gR0 := {Jψ∂Ju ∈ g0 |u ∈ C∞(M,R) }
A Lie algebra is called a reductive Lie algebra if the radical of the Lie algebra equals the center, where
the radical is the maximal solvable ideal. A reductive Lie algebra is the direct sum of a semisimple Lie
algebra and an abelian Lie algebra. It is known that a Lie algebra is reductive if the associated Lie group
of the Lie algebra is a compact Lie group.
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Proposition 5.9. The real sub Lie algebra gR0 is a reductive Lie algebra if (M,J ,Jψ) is a compact
generalized Ka¨hler manifold of symplectic type.
Proof. By using the B-field transformation, Proposition 5.9 reduces to the case B = 0. Thus
it suffices to show Proposition in the case B = 0. By using the map F as in (5.3), it follows from
u ∈ C∞(M,R) that F (Jψ∂Ju) = Jψdu. Since B = 0, Jψdu is an ordinary Hamiltonian vector field with
respect to ω. Thus the real Lie algebra gR0 is isomorphic to F (g
R
0 ) which is a subgroup of the Lie algebra
of Hamiltonian vector fields
{Jψdu ∈ TM |u ∈ C∞(M,R) }
Since a Hamiltonian vector field acts on M preserving Jψ and gR0 also preserves J , it follows that gR0
preserves the generalized metric G of (M,J ,Jψ). The generalized metric G consists of a Riemannian
metric g and a 2-form b which satisfies dcI+ωI+ = −dcI−ωI− = db. Thus a Hamiltonian vector field
Jψdu ∈ F (gR0 ) is a Killing vector field with respect to g which preserves b. Since LeJ = 0 is equivalent
to (∂J e) = 0 for e ∈ LJ , if a Hamiltonian vector field Jψdu is a Killing vector field preserving b, then
Jψdu ∈ gR0 . Thus Jψdu ∈ gR0 if and only if Jψdu ∈ gR0 is a Killing vector field which preserves b. We denote
by GR0 the associated Lie group with g
R
0 . Then G
R
0 is a subgroup of the isometry group Isom(M, g) of the
Riemannian manifold (M, g). It is know that Isom(M, g) is a compact Lie group of finite dimension. Let
Symp0(M,ω) be the identity component of diffeomorphisms which preserves ω. We denote by Ham(M,ω)
the group of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms. Then the following theorem is known as the Flux conjecture
which is affirmatively solved.
Theorem 5.10. [27] Ham(M,ω) is a closed subgroup of Symp0(M,ω) with respect to C
1-topology.
Thus it follow from Theorem 5.10 that the intersection Ham(M,ω)∩Isom(M, g) is a compact Lie
group. The group GR0 is a subgroup of Ham(M,ω)∩ Isom(M, g) which preserves b. Let {fi} be a set of
GR0 which converges to f∞ ∈ Ham(M,ω)∩Isom(M, g) with respect to Cr-topology for r ≥ 1. Then we
have limi→∞ f∗i b = f
∗
∞b. Since f
∗
i b = b, we have f
∗
∞b = b. Thus G
R
0 is a closed subgroup of a compact
Lie group Ham(M,ω)∩Isom(M, g), which is also a compact Lie group. Hence gR0 is a Lie algebra of a
compact Lie group. Thus gR0 is a reductive Lie algebra.
5.3 Reductively of g0
Let g0 be the Lie algebra of reduced automorphisms of (M,J ,Jψ) as before. A complex function u is
denotes by uR +
√−1uIm, where uR is the real part of u and uIm is the imaginary part of u.
We consider the following condition (5.14):
If a complex function u satisfies ∂Jψ∂u = 0, then both uR and uIm also satisfy
∂Jψ∂uR = 0, ∂Jψ∂uIm = 0 (5.14)
Proposition 5.11. Let (M,J ,Jψ) be a compact generalized Ka¨hler manifold of symplectic type which
satisfies the condition (5.14). Then g0 is the complexification of the Lie algebra of a compact Lie group,
that is, g0 is a reductive Lie algebra.
Proof. The condition (5.14) implies that g0 is the complexification of g
R
0 . Then the result follows
from Proposition 5.9 .
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Corollary 5.12. Let (M,J ,Jψ) be a compact generalized Ka¨hler manifold of symplectic type which
satisfies the condition (5.14). Then g0 is a Lie algebra of a reductive complex Lie group.
Proof. The result follows from Proposition 5.11.
5.4 The structure theorem of the Lie algebra g0 and the Lie algebra gJ
Let (M,J ,Jψ) be a compact generalized Ka¨hler manifold of symplectic type. Then we have the decom-
position LJ = L+J ⊕L
−
J and ∂J = ∂+ + ∂−. We define L
p,q
:= ∧pL+J ⊗∧qL
−
J . Then we have the double
complex (L•,•, ∂+, ∂−). In generalized Ka¨hler manifold, the space of differential forms is decomposed
into ⊕p,qUp,q. The exterior derivative d is decomposed into δ+ + δ− + δ+ + δ− and it is known that the
generalized Ka¨hler identity does holds. Then the double complex (U•,•, δ+, δ−) defines the cohomology
groups Hp,q(M,J ,Jψ) and the generalized Hodge decomposition holds:
⊕2ni=0Hi(M,C) = ⊕p,qHp,q(M,J ,Jψ)
The isotropic space Lp,qJ acts on ψ by the Spin action which is given by the interior product and the
exterior product. Then we see Up,−n+q = Lp,qJ · ψ and Up,n−q = L
p,q
J · ψ, where ψ denotes the complex
conjugate of ψ. We denote by Hodd(M,C) the direct sum ⊕n−1i=0 H2i+1(M,C) of the de Rham cohomology
groups of odd degree. Let [a] be a class of gJ = H1(∧•LJ ). Then the representative a = a+ + a− is a
∂J -closed element of LJ = L+ +L−, where a+ ∈ L+ and a− ∈ L−. The condition ∂J a = 0 is equivalent
to ∂+a+ = 0, ∂−a− = 0 and ∂−a+ + ∂+a− = 0. Then a+ acts on ψ to obtain a+ · ψ ∈ U1,−n+1 and a−
also acts on ψ to get a− · ψ ∈ U1,n−1. Since ψ is d-closed, we obtain
δ+(a+ · ψ) = (∂+a+) · ψ = 0, δ−(a− · ψ) = (∂−a−) · ψ = 0.
If a = ∂J u = ∂+u+ ∂−u, then we have
a+ · ψ = (∂+u) · ψ = δ+(uψ), a− · ψ = (∂−u) · ψ = δ−(uψ).
Thus a+ψ defines a class [a+ψ] ∈ H1,−n+1(M,J ,Jψ) and a− also defines a class [a−·ψ] ∈ H1,n−1(M,J ,Jψ).
Thus we have a map gJ → H1,−n+1(M,J ,Jψ)⊕H1,n−1(M,J ,Jψ). Since ψ is a differential form of even
degree, it follows from the generalized Hodge decomposition that H1,−n+1(M,J ,Jψ)⊕H1,n−1(M,J ,Jψ)
is a subspace of Hodd(M,C). Thus we obtain a map j : gJ → Hodd(M,C).
Theorem 5.13. Let h be the image of the map j : gJ → Hodd(M,C). Then the following exact
sequence holds
0→ g0 i→ gJ j→ h→ 0,
where g0 is the Lie algebra of reduced automorphisms of (M,J ,Jψ), which is a Lie subalgebra gJ , and g0
has a Lie subalgebra gR0 which is a real reductive Lie algebra. Moreover, h is a subspace of H
odd(M,C).
Proof. It is suffices to show that ker j = i(gJ ). If a class [a] = [a+ + a−] ∈ gJ satisfies j([a]) = 0 ∈
Hodd(M,C), then there exist two functions u, v such that
a+ · ψ = δ+(uψ) = (∂+u) · ψ, a− · ψ = δ−(vψ) = (∂−v) · ψ.
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Thus we see a+ = ∂+u, a− = ∂−v. Since ∂± = 12 (∂J ∓
√−1Jψ∂J ), we have
a =a+ + a− =
1
2
(∂J −
√−1Jψ∂J )u+ 1
2
(∂J +
√−1Jψ∂J )v
=
1
2
∂J (u+ v)− 1
2
√−1Jψ∂J (u− v)
Thus the class [a] is represented by − 12
√−1Jψ∂J (u − v) ∈ g0. Hence ker j ⊂ i(g0). Conversely, a class
i(g0) is represented by Jψ∂u =
√−1∂+u−
√
1∂−u. Then we see i(g0) ⊂ ker j. Hence ker j = i(g0).
Corollary 5.14. Let (M,J ,Jψ) be a compact generalized Ka¨hler manifold of symplectic type. If
Hodd(M,C) = 0, then gJ ∼= g0.
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 5.13.
5.5 The Lie algebras gJ and g0 of generalized Ka¨hler manifolds which are
given by Poisson deformations
Let X = (M,J) be a compact complex manifold with a Ka¨hler form ω and β a holomorphic Poisson
structure. We assume that H1(X,O) = 0 in this section. We denote by {(M,Jβt,Jψt)} a family of
generalized Ka¨hler manifolds which is given by Poisson deformations, where ψt = e
bt−
√−1ωt is the d-
closed, nondegenerate, pure spinor, where t is a parameter of deformations. Note that ωt is a symplectic
form which is not of type (1, 1) with respect to the ordinary complex structure J. Then we have the Lie
algebroid complex :
0→ C∞(M,C) ∂Jβt−→ LJβt
∂Jβt−→ ∧2LJβt
∂Jβt−→ · · ·
Then we have the Lie algebra H1(∧•LJβt) and we see that the Lie algebra H1(∧•LJβt) does not depend
on t 6= 0. For simplicity, we denote by gJβ the Lie algebra H1(∧•LJβt).
Proposition 5.15. We assume that H1(X,O) = 0. Then the Lie algebra gJβ of automorphisms with
respect to Jβ is given by the Lie algebra of holomorphic vector fields preserving the holomorphic Poisson
structure β, i.e.,
gJβ = {V ∈ H0(X,T 1,0J ) | LV β = 0 }.
Proof. For simplicity, we denote by gβ the Lie algebra gJβ ∼= H1(∧•LJβ ). The cohomologyH1(∧•LJβ )
is the total cohomology of the double complex (∧pT 1,0J ⊗∧0,qβ , δβ , ∂β), where ∧0,1β = {θ+ [β, θ] | θ ∈ ∧0,1 }
and ∂β = e
−β ◦ ∂ ◦ eβ and ∧0,qβ = ∧q(∧0,1β ) and δβ : ∧pT 1,0J → ∧p+1T 1,0J denotes the Poisson complex.
Since the complex (∧pT 1,0J ⊗ ∧0,qβ , ∂β) for each p is quasi-isomorphic to the ordinary Dolbeault complex
(∧pT 1,0J ⊗ ∧0,q, ∂). Thus taking the cohomologies by using ∂β at first, we have the E1-terms in terms of
the ordinary Dolbeault cohomology groups,
Ep,q1 = H
0,q(X,∧pT 1,0J )
Since H1(X,O) = 0, we have
E0,11 = 0, E
1,0
1 = H
0(X,T 1,0J )
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Thus the E2-terms are given by
E0,12 = 0, E
1,0
2 = Kerδβ : H
0(X,T 1,0J )→ H0(X,∧2T 1,0J )
Thus the total cohomology H1(∧•LJβ ) is E1,02 . Since δβV is given by the Lie derivative LV β of β by V , we
have H1(∧•LJβ ) = {V ∈ H0(X,T 1,0J ) | LV β = 0 }. Hence we see that gβ = {V ∈ H0(X,T 1,0J ) | LV β =
0 }. Thus the result follows.
We also have the Lie algebra of the reduced automorphisms g0(Jβt,Jψ,t) ⊂ H1(∧•LJβt) of a gener-
alized Ka¨hler manifold (M,Jβt,Jψ,t) as in Section 5.1.
Proposition 5.16. We assume that Hodd(M,C) = 0. Then the Lie algebra gJβ of automorphisms
coincides with the Lie algebra g0 := g0(Jβt,Jψ,t) of the reduced automorphisms of a generalized Ka¨hler
manifold (M,Jβt,Jψt).
Proof. The result follows from Corollary 5.14.
6 The Lie algebra of automorphisms of generalized Ka¨hler man-
ifolds with constant scalar curvature (Matsushima -Lichnerowicz
type theorems)
Let (M,J ,Jψ) be a generalized Ka¨hler manifold of symplectic type, where ψ = eb−
√−1ω and ω is a
symplectic form. Then the generalized metric G = −J ◦ Jψ gives a Hermitian metric on ∧•LJ . The
operator ∂J : ∧•LJ → ∧•+1LJ together with Jψ : LJ → LJ gives a second order differential operator
∂JJψ∂J : C∞(M,C) → ∧2LJ . The adjoint operator of ∂JJψ∂J is denoted by (∂JJψ∂J )∗ : ∧2LJ →
C∞(M,C). Then we define the fourth order differential operator L : C∞(M,C) → C∞(M,C) by the
composition
L = (∂JJψ∂J )∗ ◦ (∂JJψ∂J ). (6.1)
We denote by L the complex adjoint of the operator L, i.e.,
L = (∂JJψ∂J )∗ ◦ (∂JJψ∂J ) (6.2)
For simplicity, we also denote by ∂ the operator ∂J in this section.
Definition 6.1. For u ∈ C∞(M,C), we define X 0,1u to be Jψ∂u ∈ LJ . Let Xu denotes a real element
X 0,1u + X 0,1u ∈ TM ⊕ T ∗M . Then the real Xu = v + θ ∈ TM ⊕ T ∗M gives a family {Fut } of D˜iff(M) which is
given by Fut := e
tdθfv,t, where fv,t is a family of diffeomorphisms generated by the vector field v and dθ
is a d-exact 2-form.
Let {J ut } be deformations of generalized complex structures which are given by J u0 = J and J ut :=
(Fut )#J , where (Fut )#J denotes the action of Fut ∈ D˜iff(M) on J . Then infinitesimal deformations of
J ut is given by εu := ∂Jψ∂u ∈ ∧2LJ .
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From the moment map formula, we already know the formula of derivation of generalized scalar
curvature under deformations of J preserving Jψ. For w ∈ C∞(M,R), we have
d
dt
∫
M
S(J ut )w volM |t=0 = Ω(εu, εw),
where Ω(εu, εw) is the Ka¨hler form which is given by the Imaginary part of the integration of h(εu, εw)
over M ,
Ω(εu, εv) := Im
∫
M
h(εu, εw)volM =
1
2
√−1{
∫
M
h(εu, εw)− h(εu, εw)}volM ,
and h( , ) denotes the Hermitian metric on ∧2LJ which is given by
h(ε1, ε2) := 4 tr
(
adε1 , adε2
)
,
where adε1 := [ε1, ] ∈ Hom(LJ ,LJ ) and adε2 := [ε2, ] ∈ Hom(LJ ,LJ ). Since h(εu, εw) = 4h(∂Jψ∂u, ∂Jψ∂w),
h(εu, εw) = 4h(∂Jψ∂u, ∂Jψ∂w), applying (6.1) and (6.2), we obtain
d
dt
∫
M
S(J ut )w volM |t=0 =
2√−1 {
∫
M
(Lu)w volM −
∫
M
(Lu)w volM} (6.3)
A complex function u is written as u = uR +
√−1uIm. If u is a real function, i.e., u = uR, then we have
Xu := Jψ∂u+ Jψ∂u = Jψdu. Thus Xu is a Hamiltonian element of u with respect to Jψ. We denote by
{FuRt } the corresponding family of D˜iff(M) which gives J ut := (FuRt )#J . Since (FuRt ) also preserves the
volume form, we obtain
S(J ut )w volM =(FuRt )#(S(J0) volM )w (6.4)
=(FuRt )
∗(S(J0) volM )w. (6.5)
(Note that F# = F
−1
∗ ⊕ F ∗ acts on a differential form α by F#α = F ∗α.) Since FuRt is a Hamiltonian
element of uR, we have
d
dt
∫
M
S(J ut )w volM
∣∣∣
t=0
= +
∫
M
{uR, S(J0)}poiw volM , (6.6)
where { , }poi denotes the Lie derivative LXuS(J0) which is a generalization of the Poisson bracket. Thus
if both u and w are real functions, i.e., u = uR, w = wR, then from (6.3) we have∫
M
{uR, S(J0)}poiwR volM = 2√−1
∫
M
(Lu− Lu)w volM (6.7)
Then we obtain
Proposition 6.2.
{u, S(J )}Poi = 2√−1(L− L)u
for every complex function u
Proof. From (6.7), the formula holds for a real function u. Then it follows that the formula holds
for every complex function since both sides are C-linear with respect to u.
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Next we shall show the derivation formula of the generalized scalar curvature in the case of a pure
imaginary function u =
√−1uIm. Then Jψ∂u =
√−1Jψ∂uIm gives a family {Fut } of D˜iff(M) which
yields deformations J ut := (Fut )#J as in Definition 6.1. Then we have
Proposition 6.3.
d
dt
S(J ut )|t=0 = 2(L+ L)uIm
Proof. Since ∂Jψ∂u = 2
√−1∂−∂+u ∈ L+J ∧ L
−
J , we see that ∂Jψ∂u is an infinitesimal tangent
of generalized complex structures at J preserving Jψ. Thus we can apply the formula of derivation of
the moment map. Since the derivation of the generalized scalar curvature is given by the Moment map
formula as before, we have
d
dt
∫
M
S(J ut )w volM |t=0 = Ω(εu, εw),
for a real function w ∈ C∞(M,R). Since u = √−1uIm, we have
h(εu, εw) =4h(
√−1∂Jψ∂uIm, ∂Jψ∂w), (6.8)
h(εu, εw) =4h(−
√−1∂Jψ∂uIm, ∂Jψ∂w). (6.9)
Thus from (6.3), we also have
d
dt
∫
M
S(J ut )w volM
∣∣∣
t=0
= 2
∫
M
(LuIm)w volM + 2
∫
M
(LuIm)w volM (6.10)
Thus we obtain the result.
Then we obtain
Theorem 6.4. If the scalar curvature S(J ,Jψ) is a constant, then the Lie algebra of the reduced
automorphisms g0 is reductive.
Proof. Since S(J ) is a constant, we have {u, S(J)}poi = 0. Then from Proposition 6.2, we have
L = L. Thus if a complex function u satisfies Lu = 0, then Lu = 0. Then the real part uR of u also
satisfies LuR = 0. Hence if a complex function u satisfies ∂Jψ∂u = 0, then both uR and uIm also satisfy
∂Jψ∂uR = 0, ∂Jψ∂uIm = 0 (6.11)
Thus the condition (5.14) holds. Then it follows from Proposition 5.11 that g0 is reductive.
Theorem 6.5. Let (M,J ) be a 2n dimensional compact generalized complex manifold. We assume
that Hodd(M,C) := ⊕n−1i=0 H2i+1(M,C) = 0. If M admits a generalized Ka¨hler structure (J ,Jψ) of
symplectic type with constant scalar curvature, then the Lie algebra gJ is a reductive Lie algebra.
Proof. From Corollary 5.14, we see gJ = g0. Then the result follows from Theorem 6.4
Theorem 6.6. Let (M, I, ω) be a compact Ka¨hler manifold with a holomorphic Poisson structure
β 6= 0. We assume Hodd(M,C) = 0. We denote by (M,Jβt,Jψt) a generalized Ka¨hler manifold given
by Poisson deformations. Then if the scalar curvature S(Jβt,Jψt) is a constant, the Lie algebra of the
automorphisms gJβt is a reductive Lie algebra.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 6.4 that g0 is reductive. Then from Proposition 5.16, we have
g0 = gJβt . Thus the result follows.
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7 The Lie algebra gβ of automorphisms of (CP 2,Jβ)
Let X = (M,J, ω) be the complex projective surface of complex 2-dimension and β a Poisson structure
on X, where M denotes the underlying differentiable manifold and J is a complex structure and ω is a
Ka¨hler structure on M. Since X is 2-dimensional, β is a holomorphic section of the anti-canonical line
bundle K−1X = ∧2ΘX and conversely, every holomorphic section of K−1X is a Poisson structure. From the
deformations-stability theorem, there exists a family of generalized Ka¨hler structures (Jβt,Jψt). Since
H1(X,C) = 0, it follows from Proposition 5.16 that the Lie algebra of automorphisms gJβt coincides with
the Lie algebra of reduced automorphisms g0. Since gJβt is the same for t 6= 0, for simplicity, we denote
by gβ the Lie algebra gJβt for t 6= 0. From Theorem 6.5, if the scalar curvature S(Jβt,Jψt) is constant,
the Lie algebra gβ is reductive. Thus we have an obstruction to the existence of constant scalar curvature
on a generalized complex manifold (M,Jβt) for t 6= 0. From Proposition 5.15, we already know that the
Lie algebra gβ is given by the Lie algebra of holomorphic vector fields preserving the holomorphic Poisson
structure β, i. e., gβ = {V ∈ H0(X,T 1,0J ) | LV β = 0 }. The Lie algebra sl(3,C) acts on CP 2 linearly and
β is given by a homogeneous polynomial f(z0, z1, z2) of degree 3 (a cubic curve). Then gβ is given by
gβ = { a ∈ sl(3,C) | a∗f = 0 },
where a∗f denotes the action of the Lie algebra sl(3,C) on the space of homogeneous polynomials of
degree 3. It is known that cubic curves are classified Nine cases as shown in the following figures:
Figure 4.
conic and line
in general position
Figure 3.
cuspidal curve
Figure 5.
conic and line
in special position
Figure 1.
smooth
elliptic curve
Figure 6.
three lines
in general position
Figure 2.
nodal curve
Figure 7.
three lines intersect
at one point
Figure 8.
the double line
and a line
Figure 9.
the triple line
Then we have the following explicit calculations:
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Example 7.1. If an anticanonical divisor is a smooth elliptic curve C (Figure.1), then we see gβ = 0.
In the case of a nodal curve as in Figure. 2, we also have gβ = 0.
Example 7.2. If an anticanonical divisor is a curve given in Figure. 3, 4, 5, 6, then it follows that
gβ is abelian. Thus gβ is reductive.
Example 7.3. In the cases where an anticanonical divisor f is given by three lines intersecting at one
point (Figure. 7), f can be taken a following form z0z1(z0 + z1). Then gβ is generated by matrices0 0 00 0 0
∗ ∗ 0

Then gβ has a nonabelian solvable ideal. Thus gβ is not reductive.
Example 7.4. If the anticanonical divisor f is z20z1 which consists of a double line z
2
0 and another
line z1 (Figure. 8). Then we see gβ is generated by−2t 0 00 t 0
∗ ∗ t
 , (t ∈ C).
Thus gβ is not reductive also.
Example 7.5. If an anticanonical divisor f is a triple line z30 (figure. 9), then gβ is generated by the
following elements 0 0 0∗ t ∗
∗ ∗ −t
 , (t ∈ C).
Then gβ has a nonabelian solvable ideal which is generated by0 0 0∗ 0 0
∗ 0 0

Thus the radical of gβ is not abelian. Thus gβ is not reductive.
Thus we see that gβ is reductive for the cases as in Figures. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. However gβ is not reductive
for the cases as in figures. 7 ,8, 9. Then we have
Proposition 7.6. Let (M,Jβ) be a generalized complex manifold which β is given by three cases as
in Examples 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5. Then (M,Jβ) does not admits a generalized Ka¨hler structure with constant
scalar curvature.
Proof. Since gβ is not reductive in these three cases, the result follows Theorem 6.5.
However we already show that the existence of generalized Ka¨hler structures with constant scalar
curvature in the cases of Example 7.2.
Proposition 7.7. If β is given by three lines in general position, then there exists generalized Ka¨hler
structures with constant scalar curvature
Proof. In the cases, the Poisson structure β is toric and we can apply the result in [13].
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8 Deformations of generalized Ka¨hler manifolds with constant
scalar curvature
Let (J ,Jψ) be a generalized Ka¨hler manifold of symplectic type on a compact manifold M and S(J ,Jψ)
the scalar curvature of (J ,Jψ). For simplicity, (J ,Jψ) is denoted by (J , ψ). We assume that the scalar
curvature S(J , ψ) is a constant Sˆ, which is topologically given by the 1-st Chern class of the canonical line
bundle KJ together with the class [ψ]. We will consider a natural deformation problem for generalized
Ka¨hler structures of symplectic type with constant scalar curvature under fixing the cohomology class
[ψ]. If we fix the class [ψ] and J and deform ψ such that (J , ψs) are generalized Ka¨hler structures
parametrized by s ∈ (−ε, ε), then it follows from the ∂∂-lemma of a generalized Ka¨hler manifold that
the derivative ψ˙ := ddtψs|s=0 is given by
ψ˙ := d(∂J u · ψ) ∈ U0,−n ⊕ U0,−n+2, (8.1)
for a complex function u. However, we only consider deformations ψs given by a real function u to apply
the implicit function theorem later. If we have deformations {Jt} of generalized complex structures
with J0 = J and t denotes a parameter of deformations satisfying |t| < ε. Then from deformation-
stability theorem provides deformations of generalized Ka¨hler structures (Jt,Jψt) such that Jψ0 = Jψ.
Further it turns out that deformations-stability theorem yields 2-parameter deformations (Jt, ψt,u) of
generalized Ka¨hler manifolds of symplectic type which are smoothly parametrized by t and a real function
u. We denote by S(Jt, ψt,u) the scalar curvature of (Jt, ψt,u). We normalized a function u such that∫
M
uvolM = 0. Let L
2
k(M) be the Sobolev space of real functions on M whose first k derivatives are
square integrable. The Sobolev embedding theorem sates that L2k(M) ⊂ Cl(M) if k > n + l, where
2n = dimRM and Cl(M) denotes the space of continuous functions whose derivative of order at most
l are also continuous. Note that L2k(M) is a Banach algebra if k > n. We denote by L
2
k(M)/R the
space of normalized functions of L2k(M). We shall define the scalar curvature operator S as a non-linear
differential operator. First assume that there exist deformations {Jt} of generalized complex structures
parametrized by t in a neighborhood of the origin of C. We need to take (t, u) in a small open set
Dε × U of the origin of C × L2k+4(M)/C such that (Jt, ψt,u) is a generalized Ka¨hler structure, where
Dε = {t ∈ C | − ε < |t| < ε }. Then we define the map
S : Dε × U → L2k(M)/R
which is given by S(Jt, ψt,u) := S(Jt, ψt,u)− Sˆ. Then we have
Theorem 8.1. For k > n, the map S is well-defined and the derivative of S at the origin along the
direction of the function space U is given by
dS(0,0) : L2k(M)/R→ L2k(M)/R (8.2)
u 7→ 2Lu, (8.3)
where L is the fourth order differential operator L = (∂JJψ∂J )∗ ◦ (∂JJψ∂J ) as in (6.1).
Proof. Since (∂J u · ψ) = (∂+u) · ψ = −
√−1(Jψ∂J u) · ψ , from (8.1), we have
ψ˙ = d(∂J u · ψ) = −
√−1d(Jψ∂Ju) · ψ.
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We denote by v the pure imaginary function −
√−1
2 u. Let F
v
s be a family of D˜iff(M) for the pure imaginary
function v as in Definition 6.1, where s denotes a parameter. Define ψs by (F
v
s )
∗ψ. Since dds (F
v
s )
∗(ψ)|s=0
is given by the Lie derivative {d, (Jψ∂J v + Jψ∂J v)}ψ, then it follows that
d
ds
(F vs )
∗(ψ)|s=0 =d(Jψ∂J v − Jψ∂J v) · ψ = −
√−1d(Jψ∂J u) · ψ. (8.4)
Thus we have ψ˙ := dds (F
v
s )
∗(ψ)|s=0 and we have ddsS(Jt, ψt,us)|s=0 = ddsS(Jt, (F vs )∗ψ)|s=0. Since the
scalar curvature is equivalent under the action of D˜iff(M), we have
S ((F vs )# ◦ (F−vs )#Jt, (F vs )∗ψ) =(Fus )∗S((F−vs )#Jt, ψ) (8.5)
From our assumption S(J , ψ) = 0 , then we have
d
ds
S(Jt, ψt,us)|s,t=0 = d
ds
S((F−vs )#Jt, ψ)|s,t=0 (8.6)
Since S(J , ψ) is a constant, Proposition 6.2 shows L = L. Applying Proposition 6.3 to a pure imaginary
function −v =
√−1
2 u, we obtain
d
ds
S((F−vs )#Jt, ψ)|s=0 = (L+ L)u = 2Lu
Thus the differential of S at (0, 0) is given by dS0,0(u) = 2Lu.
Theorem 8.2. Let (J , ψ) be a generalized Ka¨hler structure of symplectic type on a compact manifold
M with constant scalar curvature S(J , ψ). We assume that the Lie algebra of the reduced automorphisms
g0 is trivial. Then for deformations generalized complex structures {Jt}, (−ε < |t| < ε), there exist
deformations of generalized Ka¨hler structures (Jt, ψt,ut) with constant scalar curvature for sufficiently
small t.
Proof. From Theorem 8.1, ker dS(0,0) is given by kerL. Since g0 = 0, it follows kerL = 0. Since L is
a self-dual operator, it follows that dS(0,0) is surjective and has a right inverse operator. Thus applying
the implicit function theorem of Hilbert spaces, we obtain deformations of generalized Ka¨hler structures
{(Jt, ψut)} such that S(Jt, ψut) = 0. Hence we obtain the result.
Example 8.3. Let (M,J, ω) be a compact Ka¨hler manifold with constant scalar curvature. We
assume that the reduced automorphisms of (M,J) is trivial. If there exists a nonzero holomorphic
Poisson structure β on (M,J), then there exist deformations of generalized Ka¨hler structures (Jβt, ψt)
with constant scalar curvature. In particular, del Pezzo surfaces with trivial automorphisms admit
generalized Ka¨hler structures with constant scalar curvature.
9 Generalized extremal Ka¨hler manifolds and Hessian formula
Our moment map framework naturally leads us to define a generalized extremal Ka¨hler manifold. We
denote by Jψ a generalized complex structure given by ψ which is fixed in this section.
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Definition 9.1. Let (M,J ,Jψ) be a generalized Ka¨hler manifold and S(J ) the generalized scalar
curvature of (M,J ,Jψ). If ∂Jψ∂S(J ) = 0, then (J ,Jψ) is a generalized extremal Ka¨hler structure and
(M,J ,Jψ) is called a generalized extremal Ka¨hler manifold.
Proposition 9.2. Let E be a functional on the space {J | (J ,Jψ) is a generalized Ka¨hler structure}
which is defined by
E(J ) = 1
2
∫
M
S(J )2volM
Then a critical point of the functional E is attained by a generalized extremal Ka¨hler structure.
Proof. Let ε ∈ ∧2LJ is an infinitesimal deformation which is given by deformations {Jt}. Then the
differential of E is given by
d
dt
E(Jt)
∣∣∣
t=0
=
∫
M
S˙(J )S(J )volM
Since S(J) gives the moment map, we have
d
dt
E(Jt)
∣∣∣
t=0
= Ω(εS(J ), ε),
where εS(J ) denotes the infinitesimal deformation corresponding to ∂Jψ∂S(J). Since Ω is nondegenerate,
J is a critical point of E if and only if ES(J ) = ∂Jψ∂S(J ) = 0. Thus the result follows.
In order to calculate the Hessian of the functional E , we need several lemmas. A diffeomorphism
f ∈ Diff(M) gives rise to a bundle map f# : TM ⊕ T ∗M → TM ⊕ T ∗M which is defined by f#(v, θ) =
(f−1∗ (v), f
∗(θ)), where v ∈ TM and θ ∈ T ∗M . A 2-form b acts on TM ⊕ T ∗M by Adeb . Then F = ebf ∈
D˜iff(M) also gives a bundle map which is the composition F#(v, θ) = Adeb◦f#(v, θ) = Adeb(f−1∗ (v), f∗(θ)) =
(f−1∗ (v) + b(f
−1
∗ (v)), f
∗(θ)). Thus F ∈ D˜iff(M) acts on J by the Adjoint F# ◦ J ◦ F−1# . For simplicity
we denote by F#J the Adjoint F# ◦ J ◦ F−1# .
Lemma 9.3. We denote by P := P (J ,Jψ) the operar ∂JJψ∂J and L := L(J ,Jψ) the 4-th differential
operator (∂JJψ∂J )∗(∂JJψ∂J ). For F = edηf ∈ D˜iff(M), we have
P (F#J , F#Jψ) = F# ◦ P (J ,Jψ) ◦ F−1#
Further we have
L(F#J , F#Jψ) = F# ◦ L(J ,Jψ) ◦ F−1#
Proof. F ∈ D˜iff(M) acts on a differential form α by F#α := eb ∧ f∗α, where f∗ denotes the pull
back of α by f ∈ Diff(M) and eb∧ is the wedge product of eb. The we have d ◦ F# = F# ◦ d. Since
F#J = F# ◦ J ◦ F−1# , we have
2∂F#(J ) = d+
√−1F#(J )d = F# ◦ d ◦ F−1# +
√−1F# ◦ J ◦ d ◦ F−1# = 2F# ◦
(
∂J
) ◦ F−1# .
Since F#(Jψ) = F# ◦ Jψ ◦ F−1# , we also have(
∂F#J ◦ F#Jψ ◦ ∂F#J
)
=
(
F# ◦ ∂J ◦ Jψ ◦ ∂J ◦ F−1#
)
(9.1)
=F#
(
∂J ◦ Jψ ◦ ∂J
)
F−1# (9.2)
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Hence we obtain
P (F#J , F#Jψ) = F# ◦ P (J ,Jψ) ◦ F−1#
We also have (F# ◦ P ◦ F−1# )∗F = F# ◦ P ∗ ◦ F−1# . Then we obtain
L(F#(J ), F#(Jψ)) =(F# ◦ P ∗ ◦ F−1# ) ◦ (F# ◦ P ◦ F−1# ) (9.3)
=F# ◦ P ∗P ◦ F−1# (9.4)
=F# ◦ L ◦ F−1# (9.5)
Hence
L(F#(J ), F#(Jψ))(F#S) = F#(L(J ,Jψ)S)
Thus we obtain
L(F#J , F#Jψ) = F# ◦ L(J ,Jψ) ◦ F−1#
Let (M,J ,Jψ) be a generalized extremal Ka¨hler manifold as before. For a real function u, we define
a real element eu ∈ TM ⊕ T ∗M by
(du) · ψ = √−1eu · ψ. (9.6)
Applying J to the both sides, we see that (9.6) is equivalent to Jψ(du) = −eu.
Let {Fs} be the family of the extended diffeomorphisms D˜iff(M) which is generated by −J eu ∈
TM ⊕ T ∗M , that is, ddsFs|t=0 = −J eu, and F0 = id and ε < s < ε for a sufficiently small ε > 0. Since
JJψ = JψJ , we have −J eu = JJψdu = JψJ du = Jψ(
√−1 ∂u − √−1 ∂u). Thus Fs coincides with
F
√−1u
s which are deformations given by a pure imaginary function
√−1u as in Definition 6.1. Since
−J eu is written as v + η ∈ TM ⊕ T ∗M , Fs is given by Fs = edηsfs, where dηs is the exact 2-form and
fs is a diffeomorphism of M. Then Fs acts on ψ by (Fs)#ψ := e
dηs ∧ f∗sψ. We also denote by ψs the
nondegenerate, pure spinor edηs ∧ f∗sψ. For simplicity, we denote by S the scalar curvature S(J ).
Lemma 9.4. Let {ψ−s} be a family which is given by (F−s)#ψ. Then we have
d
ds
ψ−s
∣∣
s=0
= LJ (eu)ψ = d(∂+u− ∂−u)ψ.
The projection of LJ (eu)ψ to the component U−n+2Jψ is given by
piU−n+2Jψ
LJ (eu)ψ = −2(∂+∂−u)ψ.
Proof. From (9.6), we have
dJ (du) · ψ = +√−1dJ (eu) · ψ = +
√−1LJ (eu)ψ.
where LJ (eu) denotes the differential operator d ◦ J (eu) + J (eu) ◦ d. Then we have
LJ (eu)ψ =−
√−1d(J du)ψ (9.7)
=−√−1d(√−1 ∂+u−
√−1∂−u) · ψ (9.8)
=d(∂+u− ∂−u)ψ (9.9)
(9.10)
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Then we have
piU−n+2Jψ
LJ (eu)ψ =piU−n+2Jψ
(
d(∂+u− ∂−u)ψ
)
(9.11)
=2(∂−∂+u)ψ = −2(∂+∂−u)ψ (9.12)
Note that (∂+∂−u) ∈ L+J ∩L−J ⊂ ∧2LJψ which is not a differential operator but a tensor. Let {Jψ−s}
be a family of generalized complex structures which are given by ψ−s. We denote by J˙ψ the differential
d
dsJψ−s
∣∣
s=0
.
Lemma 9.5. Let E−s ∈ Lψ−s be a smooth family with E = E0 ∈ Lψ. We denote by E˙ the differential
d
dsE−s|s=0 and piLψ the projection to Lψ. Then we have
J˙ψE =− 2
√−1piLψ E˙ = +4
√−1[∂+∂−u, E], for E ∈ LJψ , (9.13)
J˙ψE = + 2
√−1piLψ E˙ = −4
√−1[∂+∂−u, E], for E ∈ LJψ . (9.14)
Proof. Since E−s ∈ Lψ−s , we have E−s · ψ−s = 0 Since E ∈ Lψ, we also have E · ψ = 0. Thus we
have E ·piU−nJψ
(LJ (eu)ψ) = 0. Since ψ˙ = LJ (eu)ψ, it follows from Lemma 9.4 that the differential of both
sides E−s · ψ−s = 0 gives
0 =E˙ · ψ + E · ψ˙ = E˙ · ψ + E · LJ (eu)ψ (9.15)
=E˙ · ψ + E · piU−n+2Jψ
(LJ (eu)ψ) (9.16)
=E˙ · ψ − 2[E, ∂+∂−u] · ψ (9.17)
=E˙ · ψ + 2[∂+∂−u, E] · ψ, (9.18)
where [ , ] denotes the commutator of the Clifford algebra. Hence we have
E˙ · ψ = −2[∂+∂−u, E] · ψ (9.19)
The Lψ-component of E˙ is denoted by piLψ E˙. Then we have
piLψ E˙ = −2[∂+∂−u, E]. (9.20)
Since E−s ∈ LJψ−s , we have
Jψ−sE−s = −
√−1E−s.
The differential of the both sides yields
J˙ψE + JψE˙ = −
√−1E˙
Then from (9.20), we have
J˙ψE = −2
√−1piLψ E˙ = +4
√−1[∂+∂−u, E] (9.21)
Taking the complex conjugate, we also have
J˙ψE = 2
√−1E˙ = −4√−1[∂+∂−u, E], (9.22)
for E ∈ Lψ.
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Then applying (9.21) and (9.22) to ∂±S respectively, we have
J˙ψ(∂S) =J˙ψ(∂+S + ∂−S)
=− 4√−1[∂+∂−u, ∂+S] + 4
√−1[∂+∂−u, ∂−S] (9.23)
= + 4
√−1[∂−∂+u, ∂+S] + 4
√−1[∂+∂−u, ∂−S]
Lemma 9.6. If ∂+∂−S = 0, then we have
2∂+〈∂−u, ∂−S〉T⊕T∗ =[∂+∂−u, ∂−S] (9.24)
2∂−〈∂+u, ∂+S〉T⊕T∗ =[∂−∂+u, ∂+S] (9.25)
Proof. From 2〈∂−u, ∂−S〉T⊕T∗ = (∂−u) · (∂−S) + (∂−S) · (∂−u), we obtain
2∂+〈∂−u, ∂−S〉T⊕T∗ = (∂+∂−u)(∂−S)− (∂−u)(∂+∂−S).
Since ∂+∂−S = 0, we obtain (9.24). By the same method, we obtain the result.
Proposition 9.7. ∂J˙ψ(∂S) is given by
∂J˙ψ(∂S) = 8∂+∂−〈∂u, Jψ(∂S)〉T⊕T∗ (9.26)
Proof. Applying Lemma 9.6 to (9.23), we obtain
J˙ψ(∂S) =8
√−1 ∂−〈∂+u, ∂+S〉T⊕T∗ + 8
√−1 ∂+〈∂−u, ∂−S〉T⊕T∗ (9.27)
Thus we have
∂J˙ψ(∂S) =8
√−1 ∂+∂−〈∂+u, ∂+S〉T⊕T∗ − 8
√−1 ∂+∂−〈∂−u, ∂−S〉T⊕T∗ (9.28)
=8
√−1 ∂+∂−
(〈∂+u, ∂+S〉T⊕T∗ − 〈∂−u, ∂−S〉T⊕T∗) (9.29)
=8∂+∂−
(〈∂+u, Jψ(∂+S)〉T⊕T∗ + 〈∂−u, Jψ(∂−S)〉T⊕T∗) (9.30)
=8∂+∂−
(〈∂+u, Jψ(∂S)〉T⊕T∗ + 〈∂−u, Jψ(∂S)〉T⊕T∗) (9.31)
=8∂+∂−〈∂u, Jψ(∂S)〉T⊕T∗ (9.32)
Proposition 9.8. Let Ss be a family of real functions which smoothly depends a parameter s and
satisfies S0 = S(J ) and
S˙ = −4√−1〈Jψ∂S, ∂u〉T⊕T∗ . (9.33)
Then the family {Ss} satisfies the following
d
ds
(∂Jψ−s∂)Ss
∣∣∣
s=0
= 0, (9.34)
where Jψ−s is the generalized complex structure induced from ψ−s.
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Proof. (9.34) is written as
0 =
d
ds
∂Jψ−s∂Ss
∣∣∣
s=0
(9.35)
=∂J˙ψ(∂S) + ∂Jψ(∂S˙) (9.36)
(9.37)
From ∂Jψ∂S˙ = −2
√−1 ∂+∂−S˙ and Proposition 9.7, we obtain
∂J˙ψ(∂S) + ∂Jψ(∂S˙) = 8∂+∂−〈∂u, Jψ(∂S)〉T⊕T∗ − 2
√−1∂+∂−S˙ (9.38)
Since S˙ satisfies
S˙ = −4√−1〈∂u, Jψ(∂S)〉T⊕T∗
9.34) holds.
Let L(J ,Jψ−s) be the fourth order differential operator (∂Jψs−s∂)∗(∂Jψ−s∂), where (∂Jψs∂)∗ de-
notes the adjoint of (∂Jψ−s∂).
Proposition 9.9. Let Fs be deformations given by X√−1uR :=
√−1Jψ∂uR −
√−1Jψ∂u. We denote
by Ls the operator L(Fs#J ,Jψ). We assume that ∂Jψ∂S = 0. Then we have(
d
ds
Ls
)
S
∣∣∣
s=0
= 2L(L− L)u
Proof. Since ∂Jψ∂S = 0, we have L(J ,Jψ)S = 0. We can take a smooth family of functions {Ss}
which satisfies S0 = S and (9.34). (It is not necessary that Ss arises as scalar curvature.) Then (9.34)
which is equivalent to
d
ds
(
L(J ,Jψ−s)Ss
) ∣∣∣
s=0
= 0 (9.39)
From (9.3), we have
L(Fs#J ,Jψ)f∗s Ss = L(Fs#J , Fs#(F−s#ψ))f∗s Ss = f∗s (L(J , F−s#ψ)Ss) .
Then it follows that
d
ds
L(Fs#J ,Jψ)f∗s Ss =
d
ds
f∗s (L(J , F−s#Jψ)Ss) .
Thus (9.39) is equivalent to
d
ds
L(Fs#J ,Jψ)f∗s Ss
∣∣∣
s=0
= 0 (9.40)
We denote by Ls the operator L(Fs#J ,Jψ). Then (9.40) is equivalent to(
d
ds
Ls
)
S
∣∣∣
s=0
+ Ls(−(J eu)S + S˙)
∣∣∣
s=0
= 0, (9.41)
where −(J eu)S = ddsf∗s S
∣∣∣
s=0
= −2〈J eu, dS〉T⊕T∗ . Since −Jψ(du) = eu, we have
−LJ (eu)S =− 2〈J (eu), dS〉T⊕T∗ = 2〈J Jψdu, dS〉T⊕T∗ (9.42)
=2〈JψJ du, dS〉T⊕T∗ = −2〈J du,JψdS〉T⊕T∗ (9.43)
=− 2〈√−1 ∂u−√−1∂u, Jψ(∂S + ∂S)〉T⊕T∗ (9.44)
=− 2〈√−1 ∂u, Jψ∂S〉T⊕T∗ + 2〈
√−1∂u, Jψ∂S〉T⊕T∗ (9.45)
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Then from (9.41), (9.33) and (9.42), we obtain(
d
ds
Ls
)
S
∣∣∣
s=0
=− Ls(−LJ (eu)S + S˙)
∣∣∣
s=0
= −L (−2〈√−1 ∂u, Jψ∂S〉T⊕T∗ + 2〈√−1∂u, Jψ∂S〉T⊕T∗)
−L (−4√−1〈∂u, Jψ∂S〉T⊕T∗)
=2L
(〈√−1 ∂u, Jψ∂S〉T⊕T∗ + 〈√−1∂u, Jψ∂S〉T⊕T∗)
=2
√−1L (〈du, JψdS〉T⊕T∗)
= −2√−1L〈Jψdu, dS〉T⊕T∗
=−√−1L{u, S}poi
Applying Proposition 6.2, i.e., 2√−1 (L− L)u = {u, S(J )}Poi, we obtain(
d
ds
Ls
)
S
∣∣∣
s=0
= 2L(L− L)S
Proposition 9.10. Let (M,J ,Jψ) be a generalized extremal Ka¨hler manifold. Then we have
LL = LL
Proof. Two pure imaginary functions
√−1u1,
√−1u2 gives X√−1u1 and X√−1u2 , respectively. Then
X√−1u1 and X√−1u2 gives rise to 2-parameter deformations {Jt1,t2}. We shall calculate the Hessian of the
functional E(J ) := ∫
M
S(J )2volM under the deformations {Jt1,t2}. From Proposition 6.3, the differential
of Φ(Jt1,t2) with respect to t1 is given by
1
2
∂
∂t1
Φ(Jt1,t2) =
1
2
∫
M
S(Jt1,t2)
d
dt1
S(Jt1,t2)
∣∣∣
t1=0
=
∫
M
S(Jt1,t2)
(
(Lt1,t2 + Lt1,t2)u1
)
volM (9.46)
=
∫
M
u1
(
(Lt1,t2 + Lt1,t2)S(Jt1,t2)
)
volM (9.47)
From Proposition 6.2, we also have
(Lt1,t2 − Lt1,t2)S(Jt1,t2) = {S(Jt1,t2), S(Jt1,t2)}poi = 0
Thus
1
2
∂
∂t1
Φ(Jt1,t2) = 2
∫
M
u1Lt1,t2S(Jt1,t2) = 2
∫
M
u1Lt1,t2S(Jt1,t2) (9.48)
From Proposition 9.9, i.e., L˙S = 2L(L− L)u and Proposition 6.3, i.e., ddtS(J ut )|t=0 = 2(L+ L)uIm, the
differential of ∂∂t1 Φ with respect to t2 is given by
1
2
∂
∂t2
∂
∂t1
Φ(Jt1,t2)
∣∣∣
t1,t2=0
=2
∫
M
u1
∂
∂t2
Lt1,t2S(Jt1,t2)
∣∣∣
t1,t2=0
(9.49)
=2
∫
M
u1L˙t1,t2S(Jt1,t2)
∣∣∣
t1,t2=0
+ 2
∫
M
u1Lt1,t2 S˙(Jt1,t2)
∣∣∣
t1,t2=0
(9.50)
=4
∫
M
u1L(L− L)u2 + u1L(L+ L)u2 (9.51)
=8
∫
M
u1(LLu2) volM (9.52)
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From (9.48), the similar calculation gives
1
2
∂
∂t2
∂
∂t1
Φ(Jt1,t2)
∣∣∣
t1,t2=0
=2
∫
M
u1
d
dt2
Lt1,t2S(Jt1,t2)
∣∣∣
t1,t2=0
(9.53)
=4
∫
M
u1L(L− L)u2 + u1L(L+ L)u2 (9.54)
=8
∫
M
u1(LLu2) volM (9.55)
Hence we obtain LLu = LLu.
Let (M,J ,Jψ) be a generalized Ka¨hler manifold with generalized scalar curvature S(J ). The gen-
eralized metric G = −J ◦ Jψ defines the generalized isometry IG(M) which is the subgroup of D˜iff(M)
preserving G. Then it turns out that IG(M) is a compact Lie group. The Lie algebra of IG(M) is denoted
by iG(M). If (M,J ,Jψ) is a generalized extremal Ka¨hler manifold, then the scalar curvature S := S(J )
gives the class [Jψ ◦ ∂S] ∈ H1(∧•LJ ) and the adjoint action of [Jψ∂S] gives the decomposition into
λ-eigenspaces
g˜λ := {a ∈ g˜0 | ad[Jψ∂S]α = λα }
Theorem 9.11. Let (M,J ,Jψ) be a generalized extremal Ka¨hler manifold with generalized scalar
curvature S(J ). Then the Lie algebra of the reduced automorphisms g0 of (M,J ,Jψ) admits the following
decomposition as Lie algebra:
g0 = g0 ⊕
∑
λ6=0
gλ,
where g0 := (iG(M) ∩ g0)⊗ C is the maximal reductive subalgebra.
Proof. Since the Lie algebra g0 of the reduced automorphisms is identified with the space of complex
functions which are annihilated by the action of L,
{u ∈ C∞0 (M,C) |Lu = 0 },
where Lu = (∂Jψ∂)∗(∂Jψ∂)u. From Proposition 9.10, we have LL = LL. Thus the action of L preserves
the kernel space {u ∈ C∞0 (M,C) |Lu = 0 } of L and then we have the eigenspace decomposition of the
action of L under the identification,
g˜0 = ⊕λV−√−1λ
Then from Proposition 6.2, i.e.,
√−1(L − L)u = {u, S(J )}Poi,
√−1λ-eigenfunction u satisfies the fol-
lowing:
−√−1λu =Lu = (L− L)u (9.56)
=−√−1{S(J ), u}Poi (9.57)
Thus we have
[Jψ∂S(J ), Jψ∂u]co = {S(J ), u}Poi = λu.
Hence We have gλ = V−√−1λ. Since V0 = kerL ∩ kerL, we have V0 = (iG(M) ∩ g0) ⊗ C. Thus we have
the result.
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